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PADUCAH. KY., SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 23, 1907 TEN CENTS PER WEEK
MAYOR'S MESSAGE "Niggers Read and Run" or How
WILL RECOMMEND Sam Schofield Wrecked Mayfield
CERTAIN REFORMS Dive--R. E. Tribution Overtook Him.
Will Meet Executives of Second
Class Cities and Confer About
Legislative Needs of Their
Municipalities and Changes
That are Desirable.
I NEW INCINERATING PLANT
Mayor-elect Smith is busy already
on his message to the council boards,
and is delving Into the charter, the
state constitution and city orditrances
to familiarize himself with them. "I
expect to meet the mayors of the,
other aecond-class cities soon," he
said today, "with a view to coneerring
and appointing a committee from all
these cities to consider new laws we
feel we need, and also modify some
now on the books. One in especial
that I think should be changed, as a
measure of economy, Is to place the
salary of the city jailer at $75 a
month and diepenee with the deputy
jailer. This would mean a **vine/ of
$1.500 a year. I have la mind other
measures. of economy I shall push,
but am not disposed to give them
publicity just yet.
Incinerating Plant.
Alderman W. T. Miller, who is in-
terest ed' In the quest Ion of garbage
disposal and !a disposed to further
Mayor Yeiser's efforts to solve the
question. is in recetpt of a letter fron.
F. lianBuskirk, president of the Unit-
ed States Construction svn.d Utiliza-
tion company. stating that a repre-
sentative of the company will be in
Memphis within 30 days, and he may
atop here and demonstrate his plant
before the general council and the
mayor and health department.
Tbis concern utilizers the by pro-
ducts of garbage reduced in Its tanks
and puts In a lien class service for
colleettrig dry garbage from reel-
desired. The company made a propo-
sition to put in a plant and sell it to
the city for $4,000, or continue to
operate the plant with the exclusive
privilege of collecting the garbage.
Slight Image By Fire.
A house, occupied by Ada Dunn,
at 1015 Husbands street. caught tire
yesterday afternoon but the blaze
was extinguished without damage.
Fire companies ..oa. 2 and 4 an-
swered the alarm.
ILLINOIS WINS
From Indiana in Annual Football
Match.
Bloomington, Ind., Nov.
linois won 1.0 to 6 front Indiana in
the annual football game Between
the deadly forward pass and ponder-
oue line plunging of giant Van
Hook, Indiana's defense was riddled.
"Niggers Read and Run."
Brothels in Mayfield run by ne-
gro women have this sign over their
doors. It is a polite hint to their
colored brethren that their company
is not wanted, but one Mayfield ne•-
gro thought that was an insult to his
color. Great anger swelled in his
heart when he read this sign which
discriminated against him by his own
race in favor of white men. Sam
Schofield, a Mayfield negro, was ar-
rested on a charge of bootlegging
by Marshal Birowa and tried yester-
day afternoon in Commissioner
Gardner's court. The charge was
preferred against Schofield by about
a dozen negro women from that
town, in whose house Schofield had
run amuck. Schofield, according to
their evidence and according to his
own confession, came up to the
house occupied by the women and
POINTER WINNER
read the sign. admonishing him to
move on. He charged the door and
carried it on first assault. On the
inside he found the negro women
scared, and he proceeded to whip
one and to demolish the furniture.
sublety was displayed by the wo-
men in their revenge. They bought
a dollar's worth of whisky from
Schofield and then Keterred a
charge of bootlegging. The evidence
was so mixed yesterday and withal
so favorable to the women that Com-
missioner Gardner will hear addi-
tional evidence secured by Schofield,
next Wednesday. "Ah saw dat dam
sign an' hit made me mad. I
bust dat doah open an' went after
dose nigger gals. I ain't no boot-
legger an' I kin prove hit. ef I gits
a chance," is Schofield's explaration,
and he is now in jail awaiting that
opportunity.
AT FIELD TRIALS
La Center, Ky., Nov. 23. (Special.)
—Foreign dogs cal-Tied off the boat-
see the $-Iktate Derby stakes of 1:11
Kentucky Field Trials association
here yesterday, and a pointer, Val-
kyr, owned by Mr. Eastham, of Birm
tngharn, Ala., carried away 40 per
cent of the money and first prize.
Manitoba May, a wetter, owtfed by
Tom Johnson,. of Winnepeg, Mani-
toba, took an per rent and second
prize; Zean, a setter, owned by Dr.
C. A. Niles. of Dawson Springs, took
20 per cent and third prize. and
Glen Redstone, setter, owned by
John Donaldson, of Bicknell, Ind..
took 10 per cent and fourth prize.
All these dogs were whelped since
January 1, 1907, and are eligible to
enterethe national stakes at Grand
Junction, Tenn., next January.
Forty ladles joined the followers
of the dogs yesterday, and the sport
afield was magnificent. Weather
conclitkins and the multitude of birds
making things just right.
The All Age stakes for $600 be-
gan yesterday afternoon and toter
brace of the 24 dogs entered were
run. They will conclude today.
MILS. 'LIMES P. SMITH
RECOVERS OF ILLNESS.
Mayor-elect James P. Smith veil
leave tonight for St. Louis to meet
Mrs Smith and  accompany her home__
Dirs. Smith was discharged from the
Alayo Bros'. hospital at Rochestee,
yesterday as completely re-
recovered, and Mr. and Mrs. Smith
will be-home Monday.
FARMERS MUST TAKE CARE
ABOUT HAUIANG -STOCK.
Farmere, who bring live stock to
market in wagons, must do so in a
humane manner if they wish to avoid
trouble with Humane Officer Jap
Toner. Mr. Toner was called to the
market this morning to see the way
a man of the Husbands road had
-brought a calt to the city, and found
that he had driven seven miles with
the calf tied so closely to the bottom
of his spring wagon, ther-it could
not move a leg, nor its head, and
breathing was difficult. Mr. Toner
did not arrest him, but made him
loose the calf and promise not to
bring any more stock to the city in
that way.
COUNTY TEACHERS
County Teachers filets. 123466
County Superintendent S. J, Bill-
ington finished issuthg checks to the
county teachers today, the money
for the superintendent having ar-
rived Tuesday, three weeks behind
time. Prof, Billington stated this
morning that nearly all the county
teachers have announced their Inten-
tion of attending the district teacho
era' meeting at Mayfield Friday and
Saturday. Word has already been
received from 35 put of the 42
teachers. It is expected that the
meeting will be one of the most in-
teresting in the history of the asso-
ciation, and many noted teachers
will be there, -
NOT READY FOR WAR
Washington, Nov. 23.—General
un•oeparedness of the United States
for war, Its dependence up m foreign
manuf etturers for war n.tterial and
se ions defeces in armameit ane
at of battleships. are exposed
in the annual report of Rear Admiral
Mason, chief of naval bureau of ord-
nance, issued today.
CAVE PLAYS STAR GAME
PROFESSIONAL
YOUNG HOLSTON
John Holston. professional hore
thief, or musician in search of an in-
strument, who stele an alto horn
from Professor William Deal, wore
clothes given him by a Paducah mat.
whom he had attempted to rob when
he arrived in this city, according to a
letter received by Professor Deal. The
boy wai in Biloxi, Miss., and there
C. W. Trotter, formerly of this city,
took him In and cared for him, even
buying him a suit of clothes. Mr.
Trotter's brother-in-law plays in the
band and provided the youth with an
alto horn. John tried the same trick
he worked so successfully here; but
got caught as he was boarding a fast
freight for Mobile. with the instru-
ment snugly tucked under his attn.
The horn was taken away from him
land he a-as allowed to go. There is
no clew to his present whereabouts.
land the born he took from Professor
Deal has not been found.
Daflvill,Ky.NOVi 23.—The ("en--
tral University football team defeated
Georgetown college at the local park
by the score of la to 0. The grid-
Iron was very wet, which prevented
the Central boys from rolling 'up a
larger wore. Both touchdowns were
made In the first half, one by Full-
back Cave, on a delayed buck, and
the other by Barclay, who gathered
up a fumble and ran thirty yards to
the goal. Cave kicked both goalt.
The feature of the game was the line
bucking of Cave for Central and the
playing oft McConnell in the line.
while Howard. at left half. played a
star game for Georgetown
THE WEATHER.
C C5 1LT EP Y.
Partly cloudy in west. Rain and
slightly colder in east portion to-
night, Sunday probably fair. High.
vet temperature yestertley, tel; low-
est today, 43.
NO TARIFF TINKERING
Washington, Nov. 23 —Represent-
ative Payne of New York today
said there will be no tariff retision
at the coming session cf congress.
He is chairman of the ways and
means committee, and had just talk-
ed with Roosevelt.
PRINCE BANISHED
AND PLOTTERS ARE
PUT UNDER ARREST
Lisbon, Nov. 23.--Several avrests
were made of Republican leaders,
charged with conspiracy to corrupt
King Carlos' personal guard and
seize the government and force his
majesty to abdicate in-favor of Crown
Prince Luise Philippe. The prknce is
now banished to his private estate
under guard. The premier threatens
to proclaim martial law and plotters
may be what. "
MRS VIRGINIA STRONG
Mrs. Virginia Strong, let years
old, died last night at 10:310 o'clock
of heart trouble, at her home, 333
North Third street. She was the
widow of the late Capt. Sneed
Strong, and is survived by four
children: Misses Stella and' Elizabeth
Strong, of Paducah; Prof William
Strong, of St. Louis, and S. L.
Strong, of New York. She has ono
brother,.Capt. J. J. Young. The
funeral will take place at Hickman.
AUTOS COLLIDE
Des Moines, Iowa, Nov. 23.—In an
auto collision last night H. 0. Nat-
Unger, manager of a garage, killed
Frank Goochell, and probably fatally
Injured Charles Morrison. He Pc-
capod injury. Three women escaped
with slight bruises,
PETITION FOR REHEARING
IN HA ItTA PRAX'EfelilNGS.
..._Pialedelphia, Pa., Nov.
t term Vito filedin the superior court
for the rehearing of Augustus
Hertje's frOtibles ttEtratItte. It Is al-
leged. the totot nesapprehended the
facts In the first hearing,'
ANTI-BRAN MEN
WILL TRY TO MAKE
SHOWING DEC. 12
Emancipation of National Com-
mitteemen Indicated at Meet-
ing at French Lick—Major
Dahlman Speaks For Nebr-
aska.
'liii:‘108.1` AVAILABLE SIAN NOW
French Lick, Ind.. Nov. 23.—Mem-
bers of the national Demecratic com-
mittee here, while admitting that
Bryan is the most available candidate.
now say he ought not to be nomi-
nated if he is not the most available
candidate at the time of the conven-
tion. Major Dahlman, of Omaha,
said today the Nebraska Democrats
would not sulk if some good Demo-
crat other than Bryan should be
nominated. It is declared that at a.
fue meeting of the committee in
Washington, Decenrber 12, the anti-
itryan forces will attempt to make a
.,:owing of strength.
ROOF ON ST. MARY'S
Rooting the new building of St.
Mary's Catholic academy on north
Fifth street has been finished by the
Davie Sheet trot! and Y!-stal Works,
and the interior *stork of the building
will go ahead rapidly. As far as it
is completed, the new building with
the older school building make a
creditable showing for the city, and
will be one of the show places.
NO ARBITRATION
Louisville, Nov. 23. (Special.)—
The street railway company at the
request of the mayor met an em-
ployes' committee last nielit but re-
fused to consider arbitrat'on. Cars
are running on all the
EXERCISES ENJOYED
Through a misunderstanding as to
the date for delivery no trees were
planted at the Jefferson school yes-
terday but the program, which had
been prepared, was carried out by the
teachers and pupils. A large crowd
was present and the exercises were
enjoyed very much.
DELINQUENT WARRANTS
County C:erk Hietm Smedley and
his force of deputies have finished
making out the warrants against the
delinquent taxpayers of the city and
they-were- -*tweed- ever- 4o- Sheriff
Ogi:vle ths morning to be served.
The warrants against the county de-
Inquents are being made out now
and as there are fewer delinquents in
the county than in the city, it will
require but a few days to complete
them.
CITIZENS PETITION
REPRESENTATIVES
A meeting of the temperance forces
was held at the First Baptist church
lase night and a movement started to
petition Senator Wheeler Campbell
and Representative Eugene Graves; to
vote for the extension of the county
unit bill and other prohibition meas-
ures to come before the next legisla-
ture.
ELINORE BROWN
IS EXONERATED
OF FRAUD CHARGE
Elinore Brown, of 515 Adams
street, eels cleared before United
States Commissioner Gardner this
morning of the charge of a fraudulent
use of the mails, The charge was
preferred on November 20 by WU-
:lents and Martin, two St. 'Louis vau-
THROAT TORN OPEN BY SPIKE NAME PADUCAHAN
AS HIS BODY FELL FROM ROOF VICE PRESIDENT
WHEN SCAFFOLD BROKE DOWN OF ASSOCIATION
LODGE ELECTION 1
WILL TAKE PLACE
DURING DECEMBER
December is the month of changes
in the official directory of lodges.
Already the elder discussion among
the lodge members In the city, is the
coming election of officers and as this
is the last of the year, the elections
will be more sweeping than in the
mid-summer elections
The Knights of Pythias will hold
their annual election of officers the
fire Monday in December, and nomi-
nations will be received next Monday
night.
The Elks do not hold their elec-
tion until March.
The Red Men will hold the annual
election next month and so will most
of the other lodges.
In next Friday night's "sleep" of
the Red Men a smoke wid be given
and a vote to be taken on several
amendments: to the by-laws will bring
out a large attendance. The amend-
ments are strongly championed and
opposed and a lively fight is expected
on their adoption.
JAMES BULGER SHOT
James Bulger. proprietor of a
Mechanicsburg saloon, was shot In
the hand while out hunting in the
county yesterday afternoon. The
accident occurred on the farm of his
father in-law several miles from the
city and particulars are not obtain-
able, though it is understood that
amputation may be necessary.
CHILD IS SCALDED
Matti, Louise Thornhill, the 15-
months-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Thornhill, of 1122 Clay street,
was scalded yesterday evening by
pulling a tub of hot water over upon
herself. The child was attempting to
pull clothes out of the tub while her
mother's back was turned. The boil-
ing water covered her head and
Abou:derK. but Dr. J. T. Reddiick, who
attended her, said her face will no.
be disfigured.
deville actors, who had been engaged l
by Brown. but later diseekreed. There
was no evidence adduelA to show
that either in fact or entention Brown
had made a fraudulent use of the
mails iti his dealings a ith the two
actors.
1 Grain Market.
St. Louie. Nov. 23.—Whe9, 96; 
corn Cl; 
oats' 
47%
THE POWERS JURY
C.01 n, Ky.. Nov. 23.—At
3:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon the
jury box le the trial of Caleb Power..
was filled. four of the possible juror-
")111"-Anirigh' FOUND DEAD -JUSTfront Grant. The jury was. compose.:
of eight Democrats, three Republe
cane and one independent. Most of'
the eighteen examined had rcad FORTY-FIVE MIN.
Caleb Powers' address in his own die
tense as delivered before a Jun
which tried hint four years ago. The
speech seems to have had great effect
In the rural communities in which it
was circulated.
Thomas Duckett, Livingston State Development Convention
County Farmer, Meets Death
In Most Remarkable Manner
—lien Parker Accquited.
Smithland, Ky.. Nov. 23. (Spe-
cial.)--Thonias Duckett, 35 years
old, a farmer residing six miles from
Smith land between the Cumberland
and Tennessee rivers, met death .In
a most remarkable manner, whiTe
building a barn on his farm last eve-
ning. Duckett with a boy was stand-
ing on a scaffold near the roof, when
the repe broke and both fell a dist-
ance of 25 feet through the maze of
rafters.
The boy alighted safely on the
ground, but spikes, projecting from
a rafter, caught Duckett's throat and
ripped It open front ear to ear, sever-
ing the jugular %en, and producing
death almost before- he reached the
ground.
Mr. Duckett was well known In
Livingston county, and is survived
by his wife.
lien Parker Acquitted.
Mayfiski. Ky., Nov. 23. (Special.)
—Ben Parker, the Mayfield hotel
Adjourns to Meet Next Year
at Henderson, Ky., Afteaest
Session in History of Organ-
ization.
SOME ItESOLUTIONS ADOPTED
Louisville, Nov. 23.—Putting itself
on resord in a set of ringing resolu-
tions as ravening a better and more
eitenprchensive public school system,
believing it to be the chief factor in
the advancement and development of
the state: favoring scientific road
building and the extension_ of rail-
roads in the state, the fostering of
Immigration, recommending an
amendment to the constitution that
will facilitate tax reform, the sixth
annual meeting of the Kentucky
State Development association closed
its business semaion yesterday after-
noon. The final parting was at a
banquet given at the Galt House last
night by the citizens of Louisville to
the delegates and members of the
general assembly.
Joseph Vie Porter, of Fayette
county, was unanimously elected
keeper, chargtd with_the murder of
president of  the aseeiclatIoneFeisese
Wil s, whose body was 
'NECTIVrmotl, of Louisville, declaringe
found in the ashes of Parker's hotel
in Mayfield last winter, was acquitted
by the jury this morning. The jury
was from out from 9 to le o'clock.
The hotel caught fire in a myster-
ious manner and the toes- of Doles
was not discovered until next day,
when the building was consumed.
Circumstances conneeted with his
death, the fire and part of the build-
ing. in which the body was found.
aroused suspicion. Doles was not
identified for several weeks.
Parker will be tried next week on
the charge of arson.
liam Do 
PRETENDER DEFEATED
Mellilia, Morocco, Nov. 23.—Mulai
Hatid, pretender to the Moroccan
throne, was defeated with heavy
slaughter by the sultan Abd-El-Azis'
troops. Loyalists are still pursuing
and cutting down stragglers and pre-
venting the main body from rally-
ing.
To Observe Solar Eclipse.
San Francisco, Cal.. Nov. 23.--
Charles Greeley Abbott, of the na-
tional observatory at Wa,hington.
sailed today for Flint Island to ob-
serve the total eclipse of the sun next
January.
Georgetown, Ky.. Nov. 23.—(Spe-
cial,)—Five jurors were accepted by
both sides in the Powers veep, two
Democrats, two Republicans and one
ladependetit. by dinner time. The
work of selecting the-jury continues.
Beattyville, Ky.. Nov. 23.—(Spe-
ciale—The jury was secured in the
Fulton French trial for killing Mar-
cum.
FROM BROADWAY
New Rochelle, N. Y., Nov. 23.—
M N. SmTt-h and his wife were found
deed this morning in their beautiful
home which was burning. Police
say Smith killed his wife, fired the
house and then committed suicide.
Another theory is that burglars are
responsible. Smith was found in a
room apart from his wife. Smith
had a bullet hole behind hi ear.
Two maids were found in the house
unconscious from smoke and fear.
Thanksgiving at Library
Mrs. T. A. Turner will deliver the
talk to the children on Tanksgle-
ing at the public library next Wed-
nesda yafternoon at 4 o'clock. Mrs.
Turner will make the subject inter-
esting to the children and the usual
large ,attendance Is expected. The
children's room in the library will
be decorated with bulletins with
Thanksgiving scones and quotations
on them, and Sunday all th.e refer-
ence books in the library on the sub-
ject of Thanksgiving will be on the
tables and shelves of the reading
room for use by the public. Theme
hooks will include both ficition and
historical works. Among the bulle-
tins to be shown In the children's
room is a Thanksgiving scene paint-
ed by Miss Vera Johnston. leeelehe
center is a large turkey with, deco-
rations on the sides. The neene is
well executed.
In the list of several hundred new
books ordered for the librairy last
that It would be utterly impossible
for him to serve in that capacity any
longer. Frank M. Fisher, of Mc-
Cracken county, was elected first
%ice president, and R. C. Ford. of
Bell county, was elected second vice
president. After the adjournment of
the convention the newly-elected ex-
ecutive committee met and re-elected
James R. Kellar, of Louisville, sec-
retary and A. Y. Ford, of Louisville,
treasurer.
Hendesson Next Meeting Place.
Henderson was chosen as the next
place of meeting, after an exciting
little contest from her sister and
neighbor, Owensboro, but the dele-
gates from Owensboro 'showed the
magnanimous spirit by saying that
they would aid Henderson in giving
the delegates a royal welcome to
western Kentucky. The date of the
next convention will be fixed by the
executive committee.
More Money for State Fair.
The convention also recommended
that the State Geological Survey be
maintained at the expense of the
state and that an appropriation be
made by the general assembly of
such funds for five years, so that the
state lair may be put upon a basis
equal to any of the state fairs in the
country. It Is also recommended
that a new mansion be built for the
governor of the state in keeping with
the progress of the commonwealth
-anti-th-ciose to the 'new
state capitol. The legislature is also
asked to appropriate $5.0o0 to the
work of the State Delopment asso-
ciation,
week, there is one work in ten vol-
umes named "The Children's Hour."
and from reports this wore will be
ruuch in demand with the children.
It contains every variety of literature
to interest the children. The list of
new books ordered is one of the most
varied and interesting of any list re-
ceived at the library. "The Chil-
dren's Hour" will be paid for out of
fines paid on over-due books.
Attendance at the library during
the third quarter of this year showed
2,237 adults and 1.731 children.
New books added to the shelves, 137.
The circulation of books for that
period was 6.459.
Min blayme Barnham, the librar-
ian, is planning tin attractive circu-
lar which she desires to have printed,
.P.11. Which references: IOW Ise shown
on the subject of Thanksgiving. With
this circular the children will be able
o find without trouble, any book in
the library that has information on
the day Thanksgiving.
New Constitution.
The cow-Chilton of the association
Is almost entirely changed. It pro-
vides that the association shall meet
in Louisville each_year preceding the
session of the general asiembly and
that it shall meet In cities out in the
state in other years. The exeoutive
committee is to be-eemposed of one
member front each congressional dis-
trict and four from the state at
large, with a central committee, of
the four members from the state at
large, tee-.president and the-member
from the Fifth congressional district.
. The members of the association
are to be composed of members ap-
pointed from business and commer-
cial organizations not conducted for
private gain, by the fiscal courts of
:he counties, mayors of towns and
cities, by educational or charitable
institutions, not conducted for profit.
Funds for the association are to be
raised by private subscription or by
appropriation by the general assemb-
ly.
Opposes Peaceful Armies,
The speeeh of former Gov. Brad-
ley at the banquet last night en "law
and Order" was the feature eV the
occasion. He was particularly em-
phatic in his allusion to the freedom
of the ballot in the state, saying that
every voter should have the right to
cast his ballot and have it correctly
counted. In regard to the organized
bodies of farmers riding through the
'country he said: "We want no more
peaceful armies, armed with buggy-
whips and sticks marching through
the country." He declared that Ken-
tucky wanted men banded together
for the enforcement of the law and
not for the purpose of breaking it."
lie also said that he was a stal-
wart Republican. but he held the wel-
fare of„ his state above his Party.'
weeton Itemise* Edgerton.
Edgerton, O. Nov. 23. - Weetort
reached here at 9:310 o'clock. walk-
ing four miles, hourly.
"woke's—
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Give Us a Share of IL 
Your
-=INSURANCE
E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
Phone 35s. Phone 765.
All Kinds of Insurance
RAILROAD NOTES
A supply train was here yesterday
and the stores at the Illinois Central
hops were replenished vs ith articles
that had begun to run low.
Suthertantls—wbo—
been confined in the railroad hospital
for two weeks with threatened
pneumonia. left Oil institution this
Hi orning.
The story circulated by friends
that Fred Flannigan, repairer, and
Frank Theobald, clerk in Master Car
Builder Vaughan's office had acci-
dentally killed a calf while hunting
yesterday. furnOhed a great deal of
a:userncr.• he shop employes
, 2 report was dr-
• .... Le: friends of the
• Loth practice,
.,sn enjoyed a
:wrists
' railroad em-
, snally good
ss asee. and the DIM-
. iv,. rep,rrted during the
, est two months is the smallest In
the history( of the institution, ac-
cording to the records in the super-
intendent's office. At present only
4.44th:eras •3471111111/Sweisisiffill./111
Get Rid of Your Cold
at the same time eat
the best food on the
market.
I
C.SHNIDER'S
Chile Parlor
118 S. Fourth St.
Ladies and Gentlemen
two eases of any consequence are at
ale hospital aid those are fever
eases. •
Passenger train, No. 103, due to
arrive at 4:15 a. m. from Louisville,
was five hours late this morning on
account of a derailment et' a freight
train near Graham, a small station
above Thayer Siam:
W. C. Waggner, superintendent of
bridges of the Illinois Central, was
here yesterday.
The new ambulance for the Mt-
nois Central hospital arsived yester-
day and is now rcady for service. It
Is one of the finest ever brought to
the city, and a flue team will be
purshased.
Over the ‘ialad.
.osasZtriSol iWs
Hostess — Do you cure for French
dressing, Mrs. Newrich?
Mrs. New rich — Oh, yes. All my
gowns come from Paree.—Philadelphla
Press.
l'NVEILING MONUMENT.
Memory of Major .11. Thomas, $4.75
Nashville and return $4.75. N., ('.
& Rt. 1, fly. will sell round trip
tickets Nov. 23 and morning train
autt, good until Noss 25, one fare
plus 25 rentv, or $1.75. Full partic-
ular% front either K S. Burnham.
Agent, rhirot, or F. L. Weiland, (aty
Passenger Agent, 430 Broadway.
The Evening Sun-10c. a week.
l'OU FEEL GOOD
When you smoke a Greater Paducah
cigar, because Its a good cigar, made
of good tobacco and gives a good
smoke—one that you can thoroughly
enjoy. Ask for a Greater Paducah 5
cents.
Independent Cigar Oo Manufact-
urers.
THE SMOKE HOUSE.
=2 Broadway.
FOR THANKSGIVING
ENJOYMENT
a man wants to feel well and com-
fortably dressed for either street. at
home or for the Thanksgiving dinner
reception. We will fashion a dress
Pr net Albert
• give you
.- that only
',save
II M. DALTON,
•
403 Broadway.
/ss —Jeweler.
ti
_
FP'
--
Copy 14.1,
j.The Kentucky
TONIGHT
The
DePew=Burdette
FStock Co.
20 PEOPLE 20
5 Big Vaudeville Acts 5
Tonight
Deadwood Dick
Prices lOc, 20c, 30c Last Performance
WILLSON'S SPEED
ETUILNiii SHOW REPUBLICAN
GAIN OF 41,382.
Three Counties gull Miming With
Iteturise—Etaltnated Majority
15.132..
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 23.—With
the official vote of the counties of
Kenton, Simpson and Hopkins veil
missing, and allowing the voile re-
- clod by Beckham and Belknap in
those counties four years ago to be
counted for Hager and Willson this
yea?, the latter's majority over Judge
Ilager will be 15,132.
The official rote tabulated by Sec-
retary of State McChesney from the
116 counties; so far received shows
that Willson polled 2/03,270. or e06
votes more than were polled by Bel-
knap four years ago in the 119 coun-
ties. in the three missing counties
Belk-nap veiled-9,)-; and tronsithe
showing made by Willson in the oth-
er counties it is reasonable to sup-
pose that he polled the full Republi-
can vote in the three counties yet to
be heard from, indicating that he
ran ahead of the Belknap vote la,-
278 in the state.
In the 116 counties heard from
officially Judge Hager polled 185,-
933, and allowing him the vote polled
by Gov. Beckham four years ago in
the three mititilhg counties, 11,977,
would bring his total vote in the
oate to 197.910, as against 229,014
received by Beckham in 1903, a fall-
Ing off in the Democratic vote of 31,-
104. These figures show a Republi-
san gain of 41,3s3 votes In four
ears.
CHILD MURDERED.
Citizens of South Haven, Mich., Are
Aroused Over Crime,
S'sch Haven, Mich Nov 22.-
-rha mysterious and brutal murder of
a 2-year-old child, that lay sleeping
in its cradle at the home of M. D.
Morehouse, here, has aroused the
roe nt ry side and Is-pus-ging fhb *Ake
authorities. The child belonged te
Mrs. Franck, who Sett it in
care of Morehouse, her foster-father,
while she went to Grand Rapids yes-
terday. As soon as the :shooting had
beerr-learned, Morehouse was rushee
to jail. He said the child occupied a
cradle in the same rOOM with him
and that at 3:30 a. m. he was awak•
ened by a revolver shot. *The police
are now trying to locate Mrs. Fra-
nck. Morehouse admits quarreling
with Mrs. Fralick before she left yea-
terday.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching,Blind, Bleed-
ing or Protruding Plies in 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 50c.
Sergeant Score.; Islands.
Ithaca, N. Y., Nov. 22.--Sergeant
John Healey has written from Luzon
hie impressions of the Philipphaes.
Baxley says:
"The Philippine islands are a
bunch of trouble gathered upon the
western horizon of civilization. They
are bounded on the west by smug-
glers, on the north by rocks and de-
struction, on the east by typhoons
and rnoonsoons and on the south by
cannibals and earthquakes."
The chief amusements, according
to Ilazley, are cock-fighting and steal-
11)
NOTICE
L. B. Ogilvie & C
Closes all day
Thursday.
$2.70
Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.
S. IL WINSTEAD
Druggiest
Broadway.
FIRST SIGNS ARE
IN THE BACK
Itest Not to Neglect Nature's
Danger Signals When Kid-
neys are Involved, Says an
Authority.
ANYONE CAN PREPARE IT
Take care- of backache. A great
many cases of kidney complaint are
reported- about here, also bladder
trouble and rheumatism.
An authority once stated that pain
in the back, loins or region of the
kidlieSe is the danger signal nature
hangs but to notify the sufferer that
there is something wrong with the
kidneys, which should receive.imme-
illate attention._ Only vegetable treat-
ment should be administered and ab-
solutely no (strongly alcoholic patent
medicines, which are harmful to the
kidneys and bladder.
The following prescription, while
simple, harmless and inexpensive,sis
known and recognized as a sovereign
remedy for kidney complaint. The
ingredients Can be obtained at any
good prescription pharmacy and any-
one can mix them: Compound Kar-
gon, one ounce; Fluid Extract Dande-
lion, one-hale ounce; Compound
Syi up Sarsaparilla; three ounces.
Shake well in a bottle and take in
teaspoonful doses after each meal
and at bedtime.
This preparation is said to restore
the natural function of the kidneys,
so they will sift and strain the poi-
sonous waste matter, uric acid: etc..
from the blood, purifying it and re-
lieving rheumatism. Backache will
be relieved, the urine will be neutral-
ized and cleared and no longer a
cause of irritation, thereby overcom-
ing such symptoms as weak bladdes,
painful, frequent and other urinary
This is worth trying and may prove
Just v.;hat many people here. n&
Farther Particular..
4.44
,
AY14.1fr'.1.fed itta 01;"
Miss Praise—Miss Bright tells me
that her father won distinction on the
hensh.
Miss -44444e —Yes; he was a shoemak-
re—Syracuse
IN ADMIRALTY.
Henry Murphy, et al., TS. Gasoline
boat "Eunice, etc., in admiralty.
Whereas a libel was filed in the
District Court of the United States,
for the Western District of Ken-
tucky, at Paducah on the 28th day
of October, 1907, by Henry Murphy,
et al., vs. Gasoline Boat Eunice, her
engines, tackle apparel, furniture,
etc., and owners, alleging in sub-
stance that said boat is indebted to
fh*iii In the sum of $75 for salvage.
and that same has never been paid,
and prays process against said Gaso-
line Boat Eunice, that same may be
condemned and sold to pay said
claim with cost and expenses._
Now, therefore in pursuance to 'he
monition under seal of said court,
to me directed, I do hereby eas
public notice to all persons clain
said boat Eunice, or in any way in-
terested therein, that they -be and
appear before the district court of
the United States in the city of Pa-
ducah. Ky., on or before the 2nd die)
of December. 1907. at 10 o'clock a.
m., of that day, then and there to
interpose their claims and make
their allegations in that tehalf.
GEORGE W. LONG,
U. S. M. W. K. D.
By Wade Brown, deputy,
BAG-BY & MARTIN,
Proctors for libellants.
Tlul Soil of Kish.
While Rutta•rford B. Hayyes was
a renege student he went out walk-
ing one -day with two at his "cherns,"
and-, happening to meet an old farm-
er coming along the road, they de-
lo have aoese tun, at the old
fellow's expense. 'Accordingly. as
they- approached --him. the future
President addressed him in this mea-
ner:
"Good morning, Father Isaac!"
Then his two friends smoke to the
old tiller of the soil, one calling him
Father Abraham and the other Fa-
ther Jacob. With a sober face the
old agriculturist looked op and In a
solemn voice said:
"Gentlemen, you are mistaken; I
am neither Armsham, Isaac of JR;
nob, but Saul, the DOD Of Kleh. who
was sent out to find hia /father's aeses,
and lo! he has found them.",--Judge's
Library.
"Do you suffer with the heat " "I
suffer. I didn't suppose the infernal
heat suffered any.:,--.Lcsuisville Con-
riar-Journ1).
NOT CANDIDATE
CANNON SAYS (JGLESBY BILL
WOW) CHEAT PEOPLE.
Would Not Be Able to Express Senti-
ment in State and National Con-
xentious—Htls Reasons.
Springfield, Ill., Nov. 23.—Speaker
Joseph G. Cannon, in a letter to J.
McCann Davis, of this city: dennes
his position as to -the presidency and
declares the charge that he wants the,
delegation" for trading pur-
poses" to be "far-fetched and abso-
lutely untrue." As to the Oglesby
primary election bill, now pending in
the legislature, referring to the pro-
vision (or the eelection of. national
convention delegates at _party pri-
maries, instead of by conveutions, he
declares that "the effect would be to
cheat the people."
'Tilt the provisions for the so-ealleo
bill for the selection by pluraRty pri-
mary vote Of delegates td national
conventions should be enacted, the
effect would be to cheat the people.
Under these provisions it would be
practicable, especially in the Chicago
d'istric'ts, to have the names of four,
four hundred, or almost any number
of candidates for delegate placed on
the batiots without expense to Olt
candidates and without any meane
being provided whereby the voter
could 'know whom the candidate fa-
vored, as there would be no party or-
ganization, in convention er other-
wiee, to instruct the candidate, or
even to make a recommeodation,
when the primqry bill finally passe:,
it does. not contain provisions by
which state and congressional conven-
tions can at least have jurisdiction
to select delegates to the national
convegtion and declare the policy of
the Republican party, the power of
the state in national conventions will
be practkaly emasculated. And tht
same thing is true of the Democratic
party.
"My interest in the premises is the
int and. a
can. I have no personal desire to be
the RepubKean candidAte for the
presidency in 1908; and If I am in
the race at all, it is because of the
;teflon of friends in Illinois and else-
where in the country."
,
IN METROPOLIS
O. M. May is visiting at East
Prairie, Mo.
Buck 'Pratl has been on a bursting
trip above Golconda. He didn't bag
any bears.
George Wilson, of Paducah. is
visiting his brother Lyman Wilson.
Mrs. Walker, of St. Louis, is visit-
ing her husband's father, William
Walker.
l'ncle Clab Howard died quite sud-
denly Wednesday night. He had re-
moved his clothing to retire and had
jug got in bed when his heart failed
and he died. He was a brother of
the late Capt. Ben Howard.
Mrs. Joseph Bruner, who has been
visiting her brother, James (Owing-
NOTICE
L. B. Ogilvie & Co.
Closes all day
Thursday.
IStsc Y.c ):( fp)
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Makes
the Mercury
Climb
Alaska outside—Florida inside. When
the blizzard comes it will be impossible to
comfortably heat the cold rooms. Then,
and during the months of -between sea-
sons- you'll find a
PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
just what you need to make the mercury
climb. It's light enough to carry from
room to room and gives direct glowing heat
from every drop of fuel. Turn the wick
high or low, there's no bother—no sruoiss—•
no smell— smokeless device
prevents. Brass oil font holds
4 quarts burning 9 hours. Su-
perbly finished in japan and
nickel. Every heater warranted.
The ff„y"-- Lamp makes a good corn-pawn for a tong
evening — brilliant,
steady light—reading, sewing or fancy work doesn't tire the
eyes. Made of brass, ru,kel plated, wall latest isnproval
central draft bums. Every lamp warranted. Write Out
Dearest agency foe descriptive circular if your dealer doesn't
wry the Pedal:too Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
t Incorporated
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kii,ds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
Ica _a_iew. weeks. Ala&
from a few days' visit in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Shelton, of Pa-
ducah, are here, called by the death
of Mr. CLab Howard.
A. E. McCaramon paid a blueness
visit to Paduoah Thursday.
Ed Stevens made a business trip
to Paducah Thursday.
Lionel, Davis, who is now working
in Tennessee, is visiting his father,
James Darts.
Ellis Mann returned home tod'a'y
front one of his tie buying trips.
John Rees J. F. McOartney and
gettire Ttionipeon' aft /returned home
today fro ie a trip to Chicago on lodga
business.
H. Evans is spelling a few data
on his farm. He says there will not
he any pecans this year.
Dr. On- is visiting in Paducah.
There was a double wedding in
Judge I•eggitt's office Thursday. The
parties were all from Paducah. They
were Fred Hawkins and !Annetta.
Wine and Arthur Travis and Beulah
Porter.
John Shipman has moved back to
this city from Paragould, Ark., to
reside.
Only One "BitOMO QUITANt." that is
Laxative Brom) Quinine d on every
ol assCurets Cold in One Dire Grie-in 2 Days d'YoSeftbox. 25c
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.I
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Complete machine shop,
132424 N. Fourth alit. Phones 787
RED MEN'S HALL, NORTH FOUR Ill STREET
Tonight and Monday Evening
November 23, 25,
AT 8:15 O'CLOCK
Free Exhibition of the
Marvelous Wireless Telegraph 
With a complete set of wireless instruments; sending Messages
through walls, ringing fire alarms, lighting electric lights,
blowing fog sirens and operating railway switch signals, all
without the use of wires. • •
THE MOST WONDERFUL INVENTION OF THE AGE---INSTRUMENTS
ON VIEW 10 AM. 10 .4 PM.
Children Not Admitted Unless AccatTIPetnied By Parentm
•
4•
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The Week In Society.
THE allafilC THAT CARRIES.
I've tolleel with the men the world
his blest,
And. toiled with the men who
I've, toiled with the men elm strove
with zest,
And I've tolled With the men who
wailed.
And this is the tale me soul would
tell,
As it drifts over the harbor bar:
The sounds of a elgh don't carry well,
But the lilt oe a laugh rings far.
The mee who were near the grum-
bler's side,
0, they heard not a word he said;
The .sound of a song rang far and
wide,
And they hearkened to that in-
stead.
It tones were sweet as tlieNges they
tell
Of the rise of the Christmas star:
The sounds of a sigh don't carry well,
But the lilt of a laugh rings far.
—S. W. Gillilan, in Success.
"
Announcements.
Master Marion Kittenger will en-
tertain on Monday at his home on
South Thirteenth street, in celebra-
tion of his fourth birthday. Invite-
Ube, were issued this week.
The Delphic club will meet on
Tuesday morning in regular weekly
session at the assembly room in the
Carnegie library. The program for
the morning is:
1. Mortuary Customs and BeLleas
—Mrs. George Langstaff, Jr.
2. Tombs. Rook of the Dead—
Mrs. Mildred Davis.
3. Festivals and Ceremonies--
M ss Mattes Fowler.
The Isadiese-Ageilesea-ef the-Or
of Railway Conductors will have a
Harvest Horne dance at the Eagles'
building on Tuesday evening.
The Civics department of the 'Wo-
man's club will meet on Wednesday
morning at 10 o'clock at the club
building. It Is the regular time foe
meeting changed from the flea and
th;rd Mondays.
The Knights of Columbus will en-
tertain with a dance on Wednesday
evening at their new hall in the
Campbell building. It has eta been
fitted up and the appointments are
very handsome. The dente is an in-
vitation affair.
The Magazine club witl not meet
on Thursday, the regular time, as it
is Thanksgiving Day. The next meet-
ing will be held on December 12.
The Crescendo club will meet on
Thursday afternoon at the Woman's
club house. It will be a musical re-
cital by former pupils of Miss Newell
and members of the. club. Mies Milne
Morton is the leader for the after-
noon.
The Kaeosophic club will meet on
Friday morning at the Woman's club
house. Tee program to be presented
1. Ephesus and the Ephesians—
Mies Clara Park.
2. The Temple of Dian.a—Mtea 
Rena Coleman.
3. The Corinthians—Miss Lula
Reed.
4. Current Events—Miss Hanle
Hieey. •
An Opportunity for Thanks-giving.
The womana beard of the Home
of the Friend14-a will keep open
house after theer usual custom on
the Wednesday before Thanksgiving.
A slight deviation will be made this
year, however, in the hours; instead
of from 2:3010 5, the time will be ex
tended until 6 o'clock. This is done
that the men of the city who have
been each generous friends of "the
Home" mgy be enabled to attend.
The board is anxious te receive all
its triends.
The annual Thanksgiving recep-
tion is always an event of interest at
the Horne and this year it is hoped
to be even more largely and repre-
sentatively attended. It is the best
place possible to go and get a regu-
lar Thanksgiving glow in your heart.
You meet- petaple grateful and grac-
ious-for the slightest favor done to
NOTICE
L. B. Pgilvie & Co.
Closes all day
Thursday.
the Home. You see little children
happy, care-free and rompiag, who
would not otherwise be so. And you
realize as you woula not otherwise
do, that this institution is something
be proud of; and you are glad to
have a part ownership in solgood a
tiling; and you want to do more than
you have yet done for it. Go and see
if you do not. The woman's board
most cordially invites the general
public s toattend, and all donations
will be gladly received. However, if
you are in doubt. give money, it can
always be put into immediate circa-
la' n out there.
' —0--
Entre Nous and I'. 0. t'. Clubs for
Visitione
Miss Corinne Winstead is hostess
to 'the Entre Nous club and the P. D.
C. clue this afternoon at her home
on Washington street, in honor of
her guest, Miss Wine Blanche Asher,
of Atlanta, Ga.. and of Mrs. Lester
Fossick. of Atienta, the guest of Miss
'Clara Thompson. The tallies are
miniature turkeys and the Thanks-
giving idea is prettily featured in the
luncheon appointments. It is strictly
a club party.
--We-
Sans Souci Club.
Mrs. Hughes McKnight entertained
the aans Semi club on Friday after.
noon at her apartments in the
Thompson Flats on A'ashington street
It was an attractive' club affair with
a few srsitors to fill club vacancies.
The flub prize was won by Miss Clara
Thompson. Mrs. LiSlard Sanders re-
ceived the visitors' prize. A pretty
two-course luncheon was served after
the game. Mrs. Leater Foesick, of
Atlanta, Ga., was the out-of-town
guest.
—415
Attractive Afternoon Tea.
The Misses Rieke gave a pretty
lettered:Mr Tee on Thureday frorn-
to 5 o'clock at their horn. 524 Ken-
tucky avenue. The rooms were effect-
iveiy decorated throughout with white
oheysanthemums in eases. In the
dining-room the white andevioles
motif was carried out in the appoint-
ments of the tables. The center-
piece was a silver candelabrum with
white shaded candles. Silver bowls
of violets were at either end of the
table and the white mints were in
Ellver bon bon dishee. The punch
was violet colored.
Miss Claribel Rieke and Miss Car-
rie' Riske received in th arlor.
With them was Mrs. Elizabeth -
Rue, of Elizabethtown. the guest of
i;toer 
rse I. D. Wilcox. In the (Mang-
* Me*re te' beet M. Mete, aim.
Lillie Rieke Boyd ant Mrs. John W.
acott. Mrs. Merville V. Cherry
poured the chocoatee tend was *twist-
ed by Mrs. Clara Rieke Burnett,
Dr.WM's Lecture of Civic importance
Dr. Thomas Elmer thall. secretary
of the American Forestry association.
of Washington, D. C.. will lectur
here on Friday evening, -November
29, at the Woman's club building.
Dr. Will comes under the auspices of
the Paducah Forestry association and
his lectUre will be entirely free, He
Is of national reputation and an ex
ceptionably able man. He is an
earnest and convincing speaker and
handles his facts in an entertaining
manner. He has done gre,at wor
the 4'areats of the country-anti
wherever he has spoken has aroused
a deep interest in the subject. He Is
now touring the west and south and
is greeted a everywhere by 'mere
croivds. Paducah'e reception of him
should be commensurate with the na-
Lora: position of the man. The cityl,
should be represented by her officials'
and coming officials as ;'ell as lead-
ing men. The Park Commissioners,
Board of Public Works. Public
School and Alumni assoclaiton should.
all be represented. If the national'
forest preservation is too broad a
eubject for us, Dr. Will may throw
mucliae ght OD our local- needs in the
way of tree planting and preserva-
tion and our coming parks, bottle-
wards and features of-greater Padu-
cah. -
Society on Skates.
Paducah Just now is in the keel.
enloyment of a Skating •Riek. Jest
how she has managed to exist with-
out this ehiefest of a modern city's
Measuring Many 'have wondered all
along; and now that the want has
been realized the wonder is still
more unending. Ever since the open-
ing night the nom of the big Audi-
torium htv been crowded ,each even-
ing, end many of the society girls
are giving their days, too, in the un-
wearied practice that alone brings
perfection. The skating fad is not
AD VE RTISING
PURE
["ROKLAND PLANTATION'
Fore Open Kettle, Sugar House
MOLASSES•
GET IT,
DELICIOUS
••••••••/=
AROL,SES MIK CURI0SITt
SUGARY
ASK
YOUR GR.00ER FOR
FAMOUS
C. E. COE.
Distributer
MEMPHIS
CONVINCES
confined to the recklessly young!
either; many may* be seen reviving
their lege of former day i when Pa-
ducah had somel notable skaters.
Soon it will be of little moment
whether there is ever an entertain-!
ment or not; for the skating enthu- 1
elest the four walls of the rink auda
m 
l
toriu will bound a:1 of social life.
It looks to the mere onlooker who,
has watched the Bridge Whist of,
yeeter-year gradually merge
Woman's club of this. the N!.
lug rink will cow beckon to the fa
est maiden's, and from the clubs'
moo sacred pedestals she will rel-
ieve , leaving all things for ti •
stranger. And the greatest of thew,
is---which? -
A Literary Treat at Woman's Club.
Montavale Flowers, who comes to
Paducah on Tuesday evening under
the auspices of the Woman's club, is
president of the Flowers Academy of
Speed' and Dramatic Art in Cincin-
nati, and as a monologist and imper-
sonator has a wide reputation. His
interpretive recitals from master-
pieces are especially fine. The adap-
tations are Mr. Flowers' own. *Ho
lIl give-"Ben Hur" in Paducah and
he is said to be at his best in the
scenes from this great book. His
Ben Hur is pronounced the greatest
recital of its kind ever heard. Voice,
ease and naturalness, factors to th"
perfecton of a speaker, are happily
united in Mr. Flowers, and he is an
orator as well as an impersonator
and reciter. Of Mr. Flowers the Lou-
isville Courier-Journal says in part:
"Mr. Flowers meets every demand,
and meet sthem all pleasantly. He
is an impersonator of great versatility
and meets them all pleasently. He
tells the story in diaksgue, culled
from the original; happy in his choice
of passages, because keeping in mind
that the dramatic quality is the in-
dispensable essential to prevent mu-
otorty Theta It s.te-hate-store-leal-ot
ripirit. and one .that in itself bolJ
an audience. He develops it wah
evenness. and throughout it wears
the language of the author. Mt.
Flowers' work, as presented in the
series of recitals here, is something
-tee 
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Mrs. Rovd Hostess of Pretty Party.
A notable handsome function of
the week was the card party given
by Mrs. Frank 'Boyd on Tuesday
afternoon at the Woman's club house
The entire upper floor was a eharen-i
lag color-effect in. yellow. Chryaatel
themums were used throughout in
the decorations of the rooms. The
yellow motif was carried out in' the
luncheon details and in the prize -
The first prize, a sofa pillow te
broidered in yellow daisies,
by Miss Anna Boswell in a (.11.
Mrs. William Marble. The lest.
prize, a sofa pillow in yellow leethere
went to Miss Faith Langstaff.'
Bunches of yellow and whke ehryean-
themums tied with yellow ribbons
wore presented to Mrs. Elizabeth
Austin, Miss Myrtle Greer, Miss
Prances Wallace and Miss Blanche,
Hills, who assisted Mrs. Boyd in keep-
ing the game score. There were 25
tables at euchre, and a number of
guests came for the luncheon after
the game.
Beautiful Silver Jubilee Reception.
An especially notable social func-
tion and one of the largest ever given
In Paducah. was the reception ten-
dered the Rev. Father H. W. Jansen
by the congregation of the St. Francis
de Sales Catholic church on Tuesday
evening at the Knights of Columbus
-ea celeapietioa of -1.b.A alleae-Lab.1 
lee Of his pastorate of the church. It
was a • spontaneous and beaetiful
tribute to the nobility and power of
a simple life of serrice, and friends
of Father Jensen from other churches
as well as those not church members.
sled with his oven people in making
It an occasion worthy of the man and
the priest. The hell was beautifully
and elaborately decorated in the
southern ettillax and white cheyean-
themums. An arch of Waite festooned
with green_and lettered in silver
"1888--Silver Jubilee-1907" was at
the end of the hall where the receiv-
ing party stood_ An orehestra played
during the evening. An elaborate
and delightful luncheon was served
in the dining-room. The prettily
decorated punch table was arranged
in an 'alcove,
In the receiving line with Father
Janeen were: Mr. John T. Donovan
and Miss Flora Glauber; John. J.
Dorian and Miss Bertha 11111; Frank
M. Fisher and Mrs. John Atkins; A.
R. Grouse and Mies Ella HIlle, R. D.
Maeliillen and Mrs. MacMillen; Ed-
win J. Paxton and Mrs. J. T. Done-
van; Morton Hand and Miss Sadie
Paxton; P. F. Lally and Miss Mary
Geatran; Ed Farley and Miss Rena
Bernard; Fred Flanneigan and Miss
Roselle Farley; J. L. Wolfe and Miss
Mary Haag; Ed Hannan and' Mm. Pat
Lally*: A. W. Greif and Mrs. Hoff-
man; Richard Geagan and- Mail Mag-
gie Lydon. Mimes Mary Dorian,
Anne Lydon and Catherine Denovan
presided over the guest book, in
which all visitors were asked to
register as they entered the hall. At
the door the visitors were welcomed
by Misses Frances Clark, 'Gertrude
Fisher, Maggie Donnigan and Carriei
!Warren. Mrs. R. T. Lightfoot had
icharge of the dining room. Mrs. Jo-
seph L. Woiff, Mrs. John Dicke and
.Mrs. Wilford Rogers served coffee.
!Mrs. John Seek and Mrs. John Lane
!invited the guests into. the dining
room. Mete William Lydon hadi
le/large of the kitchen. Mrs. George
10eti loch laeger presided over the linnet
1
bowl, anatsted by Misses Flora Pettit.
Isabella Mohan and Emma Cremeens.
Tha Sifters of St. Mary's Academy
•
What Does
Your 
Mirror Say?
Does it cheerfully report an abundance of beautiful, well
kept hair or does it regrettully tell the story Of hair
neglect.
Your Mirror may he aneious to please, but if you permit
your friends to see dull, brittle and lusterless hair, with pos-
sibly dandruff and falling hair, your mirror will have to re-
flect the same condition.
All of these unfeletunate EFFECTS call be tnereome by
destroying their Cense:, with
NEWBRO'S
HERPICIDE
The Original Remedy That "Kills the Dandruff Germ',
Dandruff, with it,,ousequene hair injury and hair iota, le To
-.known to be a highly contagious germ disease. It is eausted by an it.
Rile growth of vegetable character that tinds lodgement in the sebae.
glands of the scalp. This growth disturbs the (upsilons of ttir mbar-tee.-
glands, causing exile-save (alines") or extreme dryness of the hair. It
also ests up an inflammatory process that extends dlown the folliele te
JJ eieesiete where the adhesions are loosened_ see the heir efts _. out.
The vain- of N,shro's ilerpicide in such (woes is quite extraordinary. Its
Intelligent us" correct every condition short of chronic baldpate and
thus permit the hair to resume its natural luster and abundance.
MISS EDNA IRVINE.
A noted Theatrical Star
p U1,114161 here repreettuotai
WRITES AS FOLLOWS: "I can most heartily endorse Newbroa..
Herpicide. It is delightful for the hair and I could not de with-
out it.-
Hotel Westminster, (Signed) EDNA IRVINE.
Irving Place. New York.
This lady from Nfemphis, Tenn., writes Herpielde is a wonder-
.ful remedy.
Having derived .0 much benefit from your grand hair preparation I
feel must write to you and tell you what a great help it has been to
me. M' hair wasallinip‘t elate with tiendrufr but wine.' using Herpiekle
It has J11111111% ed wonderfully." (Signe-di mum WCART
Memphis, Tenn.
Guaranteed under the lead suet Druee Att June 30, 110041. Serial No,
Two sizEs. 501. .11f111 $1.00 t drug stcres. Insist upon HFILPICII)I.
Send ilk' iii stamps for samille to The ilerpicide C Deo., Dept. L., troit,
Mich..
W. B. McPherson, Special Agent
APPLICATIONS AT PROMINENT BARBER SHOPS.
the prv-sk-rrt one and a pictur,,
the pupils and the Older members of
the congregation were received in the
afternoon. A pretty musical program;
was rendered by the pupils.
Father Jansen was presented with
an automobile, a handsome suit of
clothes and a souvenir book in who-h
the gmets had registerel, and the
sliver mounted, fountain pen *lath'
which the names were written. The
book contained a sketch of the.
church, picture of the old church and
leather Jansen. _It was beautifully
Illuminated in white and silver. The
presentation was made by Mr. J. T.
Donovan, The committee who see
ranged the entertainment consisted
of Mrs. John J. Doiian, Mrs. R. T.
I.ightfoot and Mr. .1. T. Donovan. Me
George F. Weikel was chairman of
the committee which bought the au-
tomobile. Mrs. A. R. Grouse was
chairman of the decoration, commit-
tee.
Matinee Musical Club.
One of the newt attractive musical
entertainments of the season was
presented by tie- Matinee Musical
club on Wednesday afternoon at the
Woman's club auditorium, ui-a-er the
lead of Mrs. Lela Wade Lewis and
Mist Courtie Purpear. "National
Music" was the subject, and the na-
tional airs of various lands were de-
lightfully featured by- some of Padu-
cah's best talent. 'The Star Snan-
gied Banner" was given by Mimes
Shelton, Puryear, Dryfuss and Mrs.
James Weill-r', "Scots Wba Rae Wii
Wallace Bled" was sting by Miss
Mabel Shelton. Mr. Mac Donald gave
"The Watch on the Rhine." The
national airs of Mexico and Japan
were played by Mrs. Upton.- Mrs.
James rendered "Rule Brit-
Lanka" and the "Xetional Hymn of
Spain." :Miss benne Puryear gave
Ireland's 'esthetic "The Harp that
once thro' Tara's Halls." Denmark's
"King Christian stood beside the
mast" was sung by .Miss Doings.
Mrs. W. C. Gray gave the "National
Hymn of Italy" and; the "Marsellielse
Hymn" was sung. by Miss Pareear.
freshments were served. An attract-
ive musical pregnant was rendered.
rho receiving party were: Mesdames
Jacob Wallerstein, John Keller,
Henry Hughes, Frank Scott, Frank
Boyd. James; Rudy, Charles Kiger,
James Weille and Miss Helen Lowry.
Mrs. R. T. Lightfoot presided at the
tea table. Assisting her were: Mrs.
Henry Rudy. Mrs. Edward Bring-
hutet, elieess Willie Blanche Asher of
.etlanta, Ga.. Frances Wallace, Belle
Cave: Philippe') Hughes, Lillie May
Wimaead, Carline Sowell.
Informal Card Party for Visitors.
Mrs. William Marble entertained
informally at cards at her apart-
ments, 519 Kentucky, Ave.. in com-
pliment to Mrs. Lester Fossiek and
elisseWilite Blanche Asher. of Atlan-
ta, Ga., guests of Miss Clara Thomp-
son and Mies Corinne Winstead. The
guests of honor were each presented
with pretty prizes. A delightful lun-
cheon was served.
Gift to woman!s Club.
A handsome bronze 'statue of Flo-
ra has been presented to the Womans
Club by Mn,' Sydney Loeb. It is a
graceful life-sized figure bearing a
tray of flowers. It hills been placed
in the hall of the clubbouse.
Pop Corn Party for Visitors.
Miss Georgia Husbands gave a
pleasantly informal party on Wed-
nesday evening at her home in Tyler
In 'honor of Miss Maud Lyles of
Symsonla. 'Delightful refreshments
were served.
tucky. The room wee- attractive
in the colors red and green, and a
pleasant program was rendered. The
guests of honor were presented with
handebrue silver cream ladies. Mr.
E. W. Wbittemore made the presen-
tation epeeeh. Mrs. I. 0 Walker,
Misses Esther Boyd and Belle Ford
presinea ET -me Mani 150W1, erree-
Walker presented each of the guests
of honor with a bunch of American
Beauty ;ogee! An elegant supper
was serviate in the banquet- h.alJ. late
In the evening.
Literary morning at Woman's Club.
Gerhart Hauptman!' and Herman
Sudermann were the modern day
authors discussed at the meeting of
the Literary department of the \.o
mans Club on Friday morning. Mese
James A. Rudy gave an interesting
presentation of Hauptinann and Sus
dermann was attractively featured
by Mts. Mary Maas:tot Witteon. Miss
-Jennie Gilson gave clever resume of
Hauptmann's pl-y, "The Sunken
Kalosophic Club:
The Kalosophic Club presented an
attractive program for discussion' at
Friday rnorniese meeting in the Wo-
Forestry Association Launched,
The Paducah Forestry. Associa-
tion. Met on. Wednesday alletneme-111
the Woman's Club House, 608 Ken-
tucky Ave.. and completed the organ-
ization. The officers are: Mr. John
13: Bleecker, president; Capt. Harri-
son Watts, vice-president; MIAS Ma-
ine Morton, secretary; Mr.-Emmett S.
Flegby. , treasurer. The meeting,'
will be subject to the call of the
president. The work of the Associ-
ation will be conducted by the work-
Mrs. George B. Hart, Messrs. Robin--
son and Mae Donald. "Amelea" ans.i.nhge 
c:xnel,.mul,tivt:e under ittlatee dirtztdionmrosf
given with patriotic enthnslasm by Robert Phillips, of the State Fortis-
the entire audience in closing. ' try committee. Fifteen committees
—ea-- ' were named and the chairman rot
Social Tea at Woman's Club. each appointed by the president, The
A deleghtful - "Social Tea" was wiocittion begins with n7 charter
given at the W se oman's club hou on membere.
Thursday I ftelktacon from 4 to_ 
G1 
-- 
Reception for State Grand Officers.
'The Order of Eastern Star gave it
reception on Wednesday evenineg at
the lodge room In the Fraternity
o'clock. It was the first open meet-
ing of the Philanthropy department.
The rcioaes were prettily decorated
with chrysanthemums r.(2. light re-
building in honor of Mrs. Harry G.
Je 
1
hnston and Mrs. Anna Wright.
members of the order who have re-
cently been made Worthy Grand Ma-
man's Club House 1108 Ken'
Avenue. "Athens and the Atten
ans" was featured by Miss Philippa
Hughes. "The Acropolis" was de-
tron and Grand Chaplain of Ken- scribed by Miss Faith Langstaff.
Miss Ethel Morrow's paper on "The
Parthenon" was read by Miss Lela
Reed, Mrs. Henry Rudy discussed
"Current Events."
In the absence of Miss Ethel Mor-
row from the city Mrs. Henry Rude
is acting president of the Keane,
Ale Club.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic Club held an interest-
ing meeting on Tuesday morning a:
-tee eiwit -house In the- C-arttegte
brary. The XII Dynasty of the oil
Theban Kingdom was the genera.
subject for the morning. "The Amen-
enahats. Lake Moeris" was featured
by Miss Mat-tie Fowler. Mrs. Mus-
ooe Burnett gave an account of "The
ITmertsens. Monuments." Het toles,
the City of the Sun" was described 
by Mrs. Lillard Senders. Out of
town guests of the club were: Mrs.
(Continued on Page Six.)
NOTICE
1: B. Ogilvie & Co.
Closes all day
Thursday.
KATES! SKATES!
Richardson, Union
Hardware Co. and
Winslow Roller
Skates. Repairs
for all makes. .* .*
GLEAN/ES SONS
enter-
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delete, willing to meet them half
• way, and (-twitter of keeping their
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY 
responeibility clearly betore them
• and before the people.
TBX SUN PUBLIsHINci COMPANY There never was a more opportune
INCORPORATED time for both parties to drop polities
_ for awhile and get together ler the
F. M. FISHER, President common good. The Republicap
IC. J. PAXTON, General Manager. ers have certain promises to fulfill
lantana at the postontee at Paducah. and a record to establish. The
Ky. as second class matter. Democrats find it neeeeeary to change
leaders and get back into public
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
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Noverniser-19417.
I  4028 17  3s71.
2  4254 18  3572
3 3888 19 3875
4  3917 21  3855
5. 3910 22. .3851
7 3911 23  3849
II  3909 24 4063
9 3963 25  4144
10  3971 26 4147
11  390,0 28  4137
12 3958 29.  4138
14 3940 30  3861
15 3923 31 4289
16 3908
Total 
confidence. It won't do for either
side to play pernicious politics. The
other party has a cheek for such
conduct. Send Beckham to the sen-
ate, if you will; but the Democratic
party Itself was not staked as trophy
between machine leaders in the
!state primary- at lease, we hope not.
The intention to prevent school
truettses-elect taking their seats is so
apparent as to be insulting to those
gentlemen, and they should see to it
at once that they do qualify and
take their seats, at least in the De-
cember and January meetings. One
would dislike to think those gentle-
men bad allowed themselves to be
used as the toys of designing politic-
ians, and elected as blinds for less
able men to skulk behind in a still
hunt for places on the board.
If Secretary Taft was responsible
for that. Japanese earthquake, by
earelessly tilting the srehipelago
a hen lo stepped off. America ex-
• !. ts re: humblest apology.
The Portuguese dynasty will col-
lapse. when King Carlos bursts.
----
the elltow dents have been
sandpapered out of the reek floor.
JUDGE BARRY FOR OLLIE JAMES
' Hon. E. Berry, editor of the Ben-
ton Tribune-Democrat, is the first
Democrat to "come to," and he
sounds the call in Marshall county
:for 011ie James to assume the leader-
1074 O ship of Kentucky Democracy.
Average, October, 1907  3978 In an editorial this week he says:
Average. October, 1906  4018. 
kfter the smoke of battle has
Personally appeared before me.tbie cleared away and we have had time
to 'take stock' and try to see 'whereNovember 2nd, 1907, R. D. Mace111-
eel_ butt:less mang.ger_ _slim_ we are at,' it seems that the util-e.. of  The
who affirms that the above state- Verell ver
ment of the eireelation of The Sun the state, that we must have a 
re-
for the month of 'bee 1907, organization of our party, and on dis-
is true to the be of tee knowledge 
tinctly Democratic lines.
-There is no other Democrat in
the state, that comes so near filling
the ideal, of a Democratic leader as
011ie James. He is not a machine
Democrat. Neither is he an anti-
machine Democrat.
"He is simply and tree; a Demo-
crat; one who stands near to the
heart of the people. He Is a man
of the people and telly recognizes the
intelligence and the rights of the
great mass of the common peopl-.
He has a national reputation and as
Bryan promises to answer the much influence in congress as ally
question "What is a Democrat'!" at member of that 'body. And when it
a love feast in Washington; but we (-omen to .the state of Kentucky, he
prefer to wait and hear Bryan tell is known from Catlettsburg to Hick-
the Democrats what they are after man, as the biggest and best Demo-
the 1908 election, hat in the state. With Olk, James
as leader and organizer; with able.
A snake "as big around as an ax 'clean and aggressive young Demo-
handle and twice as long." terrorieed crate that he can call around him
from every part of the state; with
the advice and encouragement he
would receive from the old Demo-
cratic heroes of many successful
cWhy not let the county judge bold 
ampaigns, he would rally all the
Democratic hosts of the state andInquests on prospective ;urymen in
big murde: cases? Present a solid front to the enemy.
'hat would overwhelm them in de--
fete and put them to retire in theAnother six we•As arel leap year
s'ate."will be upon us.
and belief,
PEWTER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 22,
1908
Daily Thought.
Sins of commission are the usual
punishment for sins of omission; he
that leaves a duty may well fear that
he will be left to commit a crime.-
Gurnall.
all the employes and guests of a
Frankfort hotel. It Is high time for
a change of administration.
MOCra
-7-‘,08 •0 mak, se eel nte an• 
'THE Joist eMITILIt fr 
• ' 'Ills k T 01).e. -o Patch" 
- You told me fere or three weeks Leo
whether a man sells his lobe -co at' 
The N.car- -I was sit -pr sed t - •". about the way you tricked Darby
-once or keep It in his barn, it goes 
Your bus-band walk out in the mid Meeker and sent hirn to "Serria City.'
up in smoke within s reasonable 
elle of my sermon last Sunday. And she smiled at the recollection of!
time after curing. I Mrs. Jones-You muse really for- Darby Meeker's discomfiture.
/give him-he's a aonambuliet, and  
walks in his ieeep, sou iceowee-leteri-_ The_bctarsi_ of ,tmial.c_ work& silton4d- -- -
'buy its gravel in the open market and 
don Opinion.
then be certain it gets gravel and not;
red clay, before it pays for the ma-
trial,
WAS THE STAKE THE SENATOR-
SHIP OR THE DEMOCRATIC
PARTY?
It would seem frtrur Lottl4vtlle and
Frankfort dispatches that the :Dern,
ocratic state machine has still some-
thing to learn about the "will of the
people" and that sort of thing. No
one doubts that the Democrats of
Kentucky, through its representatives
. in the legislature, are bound by the
primary a year ago to send Governor
Beckhate to the United States sen-
ate, regardless of where they would
like to send him now. But that oh-
ligation goes no Turther. The Frank-
fort machine was repudiated in its
every ramification by the vote No-
vember 5 That Governor Beckham
was saved by sheer tusk in some in-
itaneee and by grace of a gerryman-
der in others, -does not even amelior-
ate the-verdict of the people, and
particulatly of the Democratic peo-
ple.
They demand, not only a change
of party administration at Frank-
fort, but a change of leadership in
the state, and In the legislature. Yet
we observe signer that the state are
mlnistratien fs working lo organise
the legislature, by choosing tile
Speaker of the house and the presi-
dent pro tom of the senate, and giv-
ing the latter authority to name
committees.
That is going, 'further. perhaps.
than the Democratic members of the
leg-heater., will authorize. Those
Demoerats, who held their treats in
-4he legislatirree are much chastened
They realize that it is up to them to
make good, not be adherence to
repudiated organization, but by at-
tending to the 'people's business, and
they will have a state administra-
tion with them, actuated by the same
sIPSyS74WWWM•WMWS4111112reph....4.44•4pime
THE PADUCAH EVE \ LNG SUN
BLINDFOLD
A Mystery Story
of San Francisco
BY
EARLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
,(..regs.e 1101. I.Le LWOW Ma rrtn 0.4
(Continued from last issue.)
Indignant Author (to friendly
critic .) -- You say it's a bad play.
What can you know about plays?
You never try to write them!
Friendly Critic-My dear fellow,
know a had egg, but I never try to
lay one!-illustrated Bite.
cal.n4111.110,..
"Yee leiven't any centideice In either
eandhinter•
"I Hi the eentrary. I have confidence In
th. I het/eye:all the bud things they
say shout eieh other are absolutely
true."
TONIGHT IS A GtIOD TIME
TO BUY THAT SUIT.
Any Ilene is a good time to
shop here; as every day is a
genuine bargain day and•
every department offers you
somet h in g better than eou
find elsewhere.
•
CHAPTER XV.
I Am In the Toils.
"Welcome once more, Mr. Wilton,"
said Mrs. Doddridge Knapp, holding
out her hand. "Were you going to
neglect. us again?"
"Not at all, madam," said I with un-
blushing mendacity. "I am always at
your command."
I had received a letter from Mrs.
Bowser setting forth that I was elicited
at the house of Doddridge Knapp, and
her prolixity was such that I was un-
able to determine whether she or Mrs.
Knapp or Luella wished to see me.
But as all three appeared to be con-
cerned In it I pocketed pride and re-
sentment, and made my bow with
some nervous quavers at the Pine
Street palace.
As I was speaking I cast my eyes
furtively about the room. Mrs. Knapp
interpreted my glance.
"She, will be In presently." There
was to my ear a trace of mocking
laughter in her voice as she spoke, but
her face betokened only a courteoue
interest.
"Thanks-I hope so," I said in a lit-
tle confusion. I wished I knew wheth-
er she meant Luella or Mrs. Bowser.
"You got the note?" she asked.
"It was a great pleasure."
"Mrs. Dowser wished so much to
see you again. She has been singing
your praises-you were such an agree-
able young man."
I cursed Mrs. Bowser in my heart.
"I believe there was some arrange-
ment between you about a trip to see
the sights of Chinatown. Mrs. Bowser
was quite worried for fear you had
forgotten it, so I gave her your &d-
ate told seine TO Wire- you- a
note."
I had not been conscious of expect-
ing anything from my visit, but at this
bit of information I found that I had
been building air-castles which had
been invisible till they came tumbling
ebout my ears. I could not look for
Miss Knapp's company on such an ex-
pedition.
"Oh," said I, with an attempt to con-
ceal my disappointment, "the matter
had slipped my meld. I shall be most
happy to attend Mrs. Bowser, or to see
that she has a proper escort."
We had been walking about the
room during this conversation, and at
this point had ceme to an alcove,
where Mrs. Knapp motioned me to a
seat.
"I may not ret a chance to talk with
you alone again this evening." she con-
tinued, dropping her halt-bantering
tone, "and you come so little now.
What are you doing?"
"Keeping out of mischief."
"Yes„ but how?" she persisted. "You
used to tell me everything. Now you
tell me nothing."
"Mr. Knapp's work-" I began.
"Oh, of course, I don't expect you
to tell me about that. .1 know Mr.
Knapp, and you're as close-mouthed
as he,- even when he's away."
"I should tell you anything of my
own, but of course, anothees-"
"I understand." Mrs. Knapp, sitting
web bends elapsed in her lap, gave
me a quick look. "But there was
something else. You were telling roe
about your adventures. ydli remember.
Just now we are feeturins,
a lot of suits made to sell for
tle, which we are selling at
•$15.
•
1
•
•
1
•
1
•
'They come in a great ranee
of the latest and prettiest pat-
terns, are careful:y tailored in
every tesential and splendel
valUtet.
Let us show you a few of
the patterns, as we know you
will find this a money Paving w
opportunity.
•
c amblers' checks eePlIdell
Just the same. as money here.
•
e
445 0111 latillititi
it attics the canny man. 
/ 'Olgen"Prilt ID kittl:AliaDvs"I would, but I need a hair-cut1 '
and a sbave. How will I look if li 
rewee.1111'41110041franias.4.'"Iftawf%aft a month?"-Life.
0
•A Plausible Reason,
"I'll sell you ten thousand dollars'
worth of this mining stock for iffy
cents." urges the promoter. "It's !II
the chance of a lifetime. Within a
month it will. be selling at a dollar
a share."
"Then, why don't you hold on to t
"Oh, yes," I said. with a laugh that
sounded dIstiessingly hollow to my
ears. "That was a capital joke on
Meeker."
"How did it turn out?" asked Mrs.
Knapp with lively interest: "Did he
get back?"
I decided promptly on a Judicious
amount of truth.
"Yes, he got back boiling with
wrath and loaded to the guards with
threats-that is, I heard so from my
men. I didn't see hint myself, or you
might have found the rest of it in the
newspaper."
"What did he do? Tell me about it."
Mrs. Knapp gave every evidence of ab-
sorbed Intereit.
"Well, he laid a trap for me at Bor-
ten s, put Terrill In as advance guard
and raised blue murder about the
1esce." And then I went on to give a
•.eilly amended account of my first
- I ccat Borten's. and with an
'11 question Mrs. Knaep bad
-stoned from me a fairly full
: ene of my doings.
it is dreadful for you to expose
esiself to such dangers."
els privately of her opinion.
"Cie that's nothing," said I airily.
"A Man may be killed any day by a
s.Sclt falling from a teellieg, or by
slipping on . an orange peel on thee
"But is dreadful to court death so.
te she mused, "if I were a man I
sell envy you your work. There is
!IlanCt. and life in It, as well as
.seer. You are doing in the nine-
'I• century and in the midst of
whht your forefathers may
s etc ne in the days of chivalry."
'It is a fine life." I said dryly. "But
has its drawbacks."
sem while you live le) orie can
harm the child," she said. There was
tie:efts- in her tone, I thou,:ht
I suppressed a start of surprise. I
Lail avoided mention of the boy. Hen-
ry had trusted Mrs. Knapp further
than I had dreamed.
"He shall never be given up by me,"
I replied with conviction.
"That is sioken like a true, brave
Man." said Mrs. Knapp with an ad
miring leek.
"Thank you," I said modestly.
"Another life than s•eurs depends
on your skill and courage. That must
give you strength," she said softly.
"It does indeed." I replied. I was
ttrintk fug 1.4 Dodd, Ids, Kneerrereffe.
"lint here come Luella and Mrs.
Bowser," said Mrs. Knapp. "I see I
shall lose your company."
My heart gave a great bound, and
I turned to see the queenly grace of
Luella Knapp as she entered the room
in the train.of Mrs. Bowser,
Was It fancy, or had she glee •
paler and thinner since I had last so
her? surely those dark hollows under
her eyes that told of worry and lost
sleep were not there when her bright-
ness had chained my admiration.
"Luella!" called / Mrs. Knapp. I
fancied she gave a low, musical laugh
as she spoke. mit the glance showed
me that her face was calni and seri
ous. "Luella, here is resale one you
will like to see."
- Luella Knapp`turned and advanced
What was the look that lighted up her
face and sparkled from her eye? Be
fore I could analyze the magnetic
thrill that came from it, it was gone.
A flush passed over her face and died
away as she came.
'You honor our poor house once.
more?" she said. dropping a mock
courtesy. "I though/ you had desert
ed us."
"Not I," Paid I stoutly, holding out
my hand. I saw there was a little play
to be carried on for the benefit of Mrs
Knapp. For some reason she had so
. I in her mother. "Not L I
a , yottr humble knight."
I ,..tw that Mrs. Knapp was looking
curia:sly, and pressed my ad-
vanSaee. Luella took my hand un-
willingly. I was ready to dare a good
deal for the clasp of her angers, but
I scarcely felt the thrill.of their touch
before she had snatched them away.
"There's nothing but pretty speech-
es to be had from you-and quotations
at-that" she said. There -Viel-Itialice
under the seeming innocence of a pre-
tended poet.
-There's nothing that couldbe so
becoming in the circumstances."
"Except comtnon sense," frowned
"The most ureommon of qualities,
my dear," laughed Mrs. Knapp. "Sit
down. children. I must see to Mr.
Carter, who-ri-lost by the portiere and
will never be discovered unless I res-
cue him."
"Take him to dear Aunt Julia," said
Luella as her mother left us.
"Dear Aunt Julia," I inferred, was
Mrs. BOWSsr.
Luella took a seat and I followed
her example. Then, with chin in band
and elbow on the arm of her chair,
Zialtir wirunes / !CUL AMP, MILO 'Mr
the young woman looked at me calmly
and thoughtfully.
"W'ell," said Luella at last, in a cut-
ting voice, "why don't'you talk?" e'
"It's your lead," said I gloomily.
"You lock the last trick."
At this refvence to our mbeting, Lu-
ella looked surprised. Then she gave
a little rippling laugh. -
"Really," she said, "I believe I shall
begin to like you, yet."
"That's very kind of you; but turn
about Is fair felay."
"You mustn't do that," said she se-
verely, "or I shan't."
"1 meant it," said I defiantly.
I "Then you ought to know better
than to say it," she retorted.
; "I'm in need of lessons, I fear."
"Bow delightful of you to confess
it! Then shall I tell you what to do?"
This was very charming. I hastened
to say:
by all means."
(To br, contanuee In next issue.,
THE MAURETANIA
TREASURE SHIP
New York, Nov. 23.----Poking her
nose through a derfse curtain of fog
that hid the coast, her toptusets lost
from deck view by the etivelopine
shroud, the biggest and most
luxurious ship ever launched on any
sea finished in safety her bridal voY-
age when at 11:30 a, m. yesterday
the Cunard line steamship Matire
tania came to anchor off Sandy Hook
lightship, five days. five hours and
ten niinutes from Queenetown.
Bearing a fortune of 112.500 000
In gold for the money markets of the
west she fought her way threugh
three thousand suttee of storm-swept
ocean, battling every mile of the
course to meet and deittat the world's
trans-Atlantic speed record of four
days, 18 hours and forty minutes,
held by the Lusitania. Headwinds
and tumultous cross seas baffled the
attempt, yet the Mauretania won the
coveted right to fly one "blue ribbon"
at her peak. Thursday, November 21.
Captain Pritchard drove the huge
4hip 624 knots (671 miles.) six knots
better than the beat day's run of the
Lusitania, and smashing all records.
Her varying speeds by days were;
First day, (one hour's run) thirty
knotlie eeeond day (noon to noon)
,Ll• thlr day
tifth, 624; sixth, 528; average speed
for the passage 22.21 knots, or 23.89
miles an hour. The average speed
in the record day run, 25.83 miles an'
aour.
The $12.50ien4ee gold brought by
the Mauretania is said to be the
!eest consignment of specie ever
reed by a Ship.
isurenoon Monday, the second day
she labored so in head deas and
the face of an adverse gale that
he dishes were thrown from the
lining room tables and sea sickness;
sie prisoners by the score in the
sns and steerage. At three 1st the
snoon the engines were stopped
;1 two anchors were dropped. Thus
the Mauretania lode out the
• m but not without mishap. The
- eerie force of the seas stove the
ward starboard port, and before
1,0 damage could be repaired the
eeer of the store room in the hold
vas under two feet of water.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dole makes you leetbetter. Lea-Poe
ceeps roar whole inside. right. Sold On the
to-ley-back ph.. everywnere. Pnce 60 casts.
ICIMAN AND ROOSEVELT
CoNFiet AT WHITE HOUSE.
,
Natiet.l: bank
' New York,.rand Assistant Se-n-
ary Robert Bacon. Although the
attire of the conference was not di-
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23.
tar.,-,z.rramexermmr-
SPECIiLa NOTICE!
Owing to the condition of the money market at
present which we think is only temporary, we
will give all customers a reduction of
Ten Per Cent
all thrroight the-house, Holler Skates only ex-
cepted. Private OP Ciashies Checks taken in
payment of accounts or goods. Complete line
of Furniture, Stoves, Carpets and House Ftir-
nishings on Easy Payments.
REAVES & SONS
MUST HA% L INDIGESUION,
Virginia Preacher Makes Ninny Dire
Predictions.
Bristol, Tenn., Nov. 2:I.-The Rev.
Thomas Clark, of Abingdon. Va.,
preacher. politician and peophet, who
NEW RULES
OF THE RINK.
Quite a novelty will -be introduced
by the management of the Auditorium
renk next Tuesday. It has been set
apart ae "Potato Day,".and Tuesday
afternoon every person who brings
one large Irish potato will be admit.
foretold the eruption of Mount Pelee, ted free by' depositing the potato at
the destruction of Galveston and the door. The potatoes will be turned
other calamities, has made a 'medic- over to the Charity- club to be dis-
don that the earth will be destroyed tributed to the poor. Of bourse one
early next years and that men high easeeseez ware lean else Detstck_--twe,_
in the councils of_ the nation will"
shortly fall victims of aepassins' bul-
lets.
lie also predicts that there will
shortly be another outbreak in the
Philippines, and that New York City
will be partially destroyed by fire
early in December.
STANDARD OUSTED FROM
THE STATE OF TENNESSR.
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 23.--Chan
cellor Stout, sitting at Galtatin,
has decided the ouster ease instituted
by Attorney Genera! C!baress T. Cates
against the Standard Oil comapny for
violatl.on of the metal's snt I
: trust- law; in favor *-the state. Be
cause of alleged illegal decrinene-
lion at Gallatin the state filed a bill
to revoke the license of the Standar°
and prevent it from doeig business
in Tennessee. This bill was filed sev-
eral months ago.
KING 111.NISHES PRINCE.
To Isolated Park for Pp-teeming
.1gain'4 Preeent Ilictatoretip,
London, Nov. 23.-A d:a-patch from
Milled rays: King Carlos, of Fertu-
' benieheri (erewn Perse
1' e-see ie ens ros sse !cr
`• er n,r, on
fr-r "-e ,--,T1'•1' or .• '• of
-
• -
he'd of republicans anti anarchists
are endangering the monarchy, el'he
a bushel, or a barrel, all will go to
sweet charity.
Beginning Monday the noon- ses-
sion, front 1 to 2, and the one front
6 1.1 7 will. be diaeontinued, and one
night, Monday, given to beginnerse
No man or boy will be admitted to
the morning session unkee they enter
the door with a lady or a girl; no
children under 14 will be admit•tea
to this session.
The grand march we'll be given
Thanksgiving afternoon. and at night,
end every Tuesday and Friday nights
thereafter. Programs similar to those
te-ed at Germans will be given to all
wh(s ask forethem.
t I . 1SS WORK Eilei l'ONF ER
WITH M.1NUE.U.TUREICI4.
Indianapolis, Nov. 23.-A partial
agreement was made between the
committee of the Atnalgamated Win-
dow Glass Workers' Association of
Anierica and representatives of man-
ufacturers. The matter will be defi-
nitely settled at a meeting in Cleve-
land next Tuesday, when the manu-
facturers will ge t together and ratify
today's action.
-Not every "F SAW' ad. -repre.
eente 'some man's extremity-yet
ee -At of them .04.10 "Some Men'e
e.rtunityl"
ging Po-tueal :Teo a hit
aleed it Is believed to be in relation Incident has caused a greet senea-
) the financial 'situation_ • crown -prittee ise.yrrrte •
under the influence of conservatives,'
Notice. w ho advocate the abdication of King
Paducah, Ky., Nov. 21, 1907, Carlos In favor of his son.
ty the removal to Hopkinsville of -
tttorney C. W. Metriweatber, it NATIONAL Y. M. C, .1, ELECTS
•aused a vacancy to exist as president OFFICERS AT NIEETINVe
Yf the Lincoln Republican club. De-
iring to be- of further service to the Washington, Nov. 23.---Christian
early, at a session on above date H. workers, re-presenting many lands,
/3. Davis was elected as president.- gathered here in attendance upon
the purpose of the club as has been thethirty-sixth international con-
lemonstrated is to look after Tge vention of the Young Men's Christian
'crests of the negro citizens of Padu- Association of North America.
-ah politically and morally. Judge Seldon B. Spencer, of St.
Done by order of Lincoln Club. Louis,- was chosen prealdent and F.
H. B. DAVIS, Pres, L. Sterret. of Denver, secretary.
IRVIN CLARK, Secy.
He makes the deepest dent on his-
tory who has no time to think how
much he weighs.
Osteopathy's Recommendations.
More and -Moro (web day' Osteo-
pathy is coming into its own, as its
merits become better known, and
nowhere is this better evidenced than
here in Paduach.
In business you are told that the
artiole that hen merit repeets,-that
:e, is demanded over and over again.
Ostecrpatity certainly contains this ele-
ment of success,-it repeats over and
over a-gain. The people who have
tried it -appreciate it field resort to it
when they seals need it, and, what
Is as encouraging, have no hesitancy
In recommending it to their friends.
I number among my prevent and
former patrons some of the hest peo-
ple ef Paducat, and can refer you at
any time to any of them as to the
virtueg of my treatment.
If you are suffering of nervcoisncets
In any of ite forms. rheminetiern, neu-
ralgia, chronic hoseleehes; lever; stem-
or bowel Trirabago, gen-
eral debility Or any of the kindred
telments. let me ponder with, you and
tell you frankly just what I can do
for yon. DR. (7.11.' FROAGE,
516 Broad way ( upstairs) . Phone
1407,
S UBSelt I PT IONS ARE
HEAVY TO ('EltTIFIC.1TES.
Washington, Nov. 23.-The secre-
tary of the treasury stated that tht
retbeeriptions ha the -three -per-rent ,
eert:fleates were being received in
large numbers, and that the tsene
was already successful. In addition
to -Au bscrIptIons from Incilviduals,
many national bank depositories' ie
the crop moving sections at the south
and west are availing themselves of,
the opportunity to purchasethe cer-
tificates.
Gans and Nelson Arrange Fight,
Minneapolis. Nov. 23.--After cc
conference of many hours totia
eGans and Nelson agreed upon all th
details of the proposed fight exceie
weight. It was agreed that the win-
ner shall receive 75 per cent of the
receipts and th.e loser 25. The fight
is to be at Goldfield at a date to be
determined later.
-The newspaper reader; WIWI an-
alyzes the want ads, will find many
opportunities that, to others,
!the,A',mply a kw linen of type.
-People look to Ore a cement
ads, to See what be goine on before
etariing for a theater-aa they look
at the store ads, 110 SIP Wintt is being
ioffered, before going on a shopping
fritrip.
  NOTICE
L. B. Ogilvie & Co.
Closes ;ill aay
ThIrrufav
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
--THE
Sun Job Rooms
ruins 358-fl
Does all kinds of printing
04>"
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
It should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure will you the
next time you need any print-
Ang-L-profflittrwe
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.
•
4
MIN
•
•
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14.0(011,(MA
RI 9- li3 BROADWAY
tearlOhopperets
the Vhoice
Special diiplay Xmas goods novelties-- sil-
vv'ware, fancy work, etc. • •
(Third Floor)
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
IOCAL NEWS
e-For Dr. Pendley ring 416
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001/2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-We have just receised another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 629 Broadway.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
-Forms for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct an Atlanta minister went to a base-
to The Sun office. No attention will ball game and actually so far forgot
be paid-te Asset orders ',teen germ Tillefiesif as to stamp and role ii
theater to its capacity. Everyone
thinks Herteli is really a female un-
til he exposes himself by removing
his wig.
Misses Eula Landrum and Dna
Querelle of Martin, Tenn., are visit-
ing Miss Lora Sullivan, of North
Sixth street.
MINISTER AT GAME; HORROR!
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
--Miss Isabel Mohan, pianist and
accompanist, has now her studio in
the American German National bank
Georgia elethedist 'Divine Scores Pell-
low Clergymen.
Oarlersville, Ga., Nov. 23.-
"Sporty" proclivities of members of
the north Georgia conference of the
the Methodiet Church Soteh were at-
tacked fiercely by the Rev. John A.
Reynolds.
"I have been told." said he. "that
It Is a common thing for Methodist
preachers to attend baseball games.
For God's sake, leeus atop this base-
ball business. Why, I am toed that
on the floor and whoop himself
hoarse. He did all of this because
somebody had made a 'lick' or some
thing of that kind. And he was a
building, second floor, %%here she Methodist preacher."
would be p'eased to see all her There were many "amens," but
friends and patrons. they came from the country minis-
-Mr. ii. C. Hollins has left the tors The city preachers acre silent.
clty for a few months, and I have ac-
quired an interest in his business; and
shall look after it for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of it will receive prompt at-
tendon if you will call up The Sun
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax-
ton.
-Bulbs, Bulbs, al! kinds Special
Hyacinth bulbs, per doeen 25e. M. J.
Yeep Seed Co., Seeond street. Old
phone 243.
-Skates for the rink, steel
roller and ballibearing roller, any
size, reasonable prices, at R. D.
Clements & Co.
----For number-leg machines band
deters, rubber type and stencils of all
kends, ceell on The Diamond St-imp
Works. 115 Smith Therd Phones :l
----New lee firm for quick delivery
phone Flowers & Wagner, old
Phone 479.
-Place your orders for wedding
invitaleons at home The Sun Is
rbowirz
ywawHf;-1
--
Tin pisasible.
Fit
"They tee inn teat (lilt yomig feller
fem. istedee \est le eels 1eg (lows] at
seterie."
s he (erne,
: . .•f th : ij )ji• • ,.:Vb - 'CO
e on- lawns and fences of the Paeluealt
Forestry association. Indiana Man Had Helped Twenty
-The planting of the trees which Voung Couples Furnish Homes.
- was to be held Thnrsday afternoon at
the McKinley 'shoo!. was postponed
till Monday evening at 1:30,
-The Carnegie puhitc ebrary will
be closed all day Thursday, Novene
-her 28. Thanks-giving Day.
-The great Bertell, with his song
selections and comedies arid female
Impersonations is packing the Kozy
UR
Syrup Tulu, Tar
and Cherry
is an excellent remedy for
cougliss, colds, hoatseness and
all congestion of the ltings
auiTiii Pastiagei.
It is made especially for
Children,
being very pleasant in taste
and containing no opiates nor
narmtica
25c per bottle.
A I) B
fieztitt"a-ef
13rtigrglettet
Filth cid Broadwiy, Opp. Palmer Boom
Linton. Ind.. Nov. 23 --James Op-
pens-ham, who had- helped 20 young
couples furnish their • homes, died
Y est erday from the effects of a fall.
Foe years it" had been his custom to
ask young people about to be mer-
ged if they were in need of money
to start to housekeeping, and if they
were he advanced the money for
them.
KANSAS CITY POST HAS
TRAGEDY IN ITS OFFI('E.
Kansan City, Nov. e3.-0. D. Wood
ward. president, and H. J. °mem
editor of _the Poet, were shot by R.
C. Horn, editorial wrtter. Woodward
is eeriously Injured. Woodward re
celved a bullet in each lung and one
in the abdomen Grovevs was shot in
the groin. Horn had been notifies;
he was discharged. He owned some
stock en the paper. After surrender-
ing, he said: "They've robbed me."
He gave hi s revolver to his fellow,
workers, and waited for the police.
ROUTE TWENTY-THREE
1)11) A BIG BUSINESS.
Washington, D. C., Nov. 23.--Poet,
office department today reports that
17 rura1.. routes in Kentiteky handled
more than 25,000 pieces of mall per
route during the quarter ending
June 30, 1907. Thew Include routes
Nos. 2, 3, 22 and 21-out of Louisville,
Route 23, out of Louisville, handled
31.413 pieces and did more business
than any other route In Kentucke.
Mayor Pronilseit %Id.
Ioulevi:le, Nov. 23.--Mayor Jan"
I". Grins-teed at noon today mformed
the eeprelientativess of tee Louisville
Moderation of Lilturr. who called on
him in a body at that hour, that he
would put before the directors of the
Louisville, Railway company a re-
quest from the organized trades; of
Louisville that some steps Sse taken
1
 
teWard ending the strike.
ALIAYTMENT OF NOTES. BEGUN.
Secretary Cortelyon Begins Work of
4r 4
Wedding of Miss Legeay and Mr. Root
The marriage of Miss Camille Le-
geay and Mr. Joseph H. Roof will be
solemnized Tuesday afternoon at 3.30
o'clock at the St. Francis de Sales
churst by the Rev. Father li W. Jan-1
sen. Mr. Gus Legeay and Mr. Jerome
Roof will be the attendants.
IN TH1 COURTS
ev •r4
_In circuit Court.
Elmer Faith, the farmer whose
horse was killed by a street car last
Saturday night at Third and Wash-
ington streets, filed suit •for $354,
which includes the value of the horse
and the injuries he received him-
self.
The couple wiel go to their newe l J. M. Spicer flied a suit against
home, 1102 South Fourth street, im-lJanies eleagin for $961 alleged to be
mediately after th+ ceremony, where due on a note.
they have a reception at 6_eseclock.1 Four judgments were entered and
I Miss Legeay is the talented- (laugh_ a large number of preliminary or-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. August LegeaY,
prominent residents of the eouety.
Mr. Roof is a capable young busine•ss
man. -comaected with his brother in
the Roof Bros. grocery firm at Sev-
enth and Tennessee streets. They are
peptear young people and have a large
circle of friends in Paseitcah.
Mrs. Nelson Boaz and Mies Eva
Darnell are visiting Mrs. J. J. Ern-
hart, of Florence Station.
Attorney M. E. Gilbert has re-
turned from a visit to his father in
Putting Out Securities. Cal'oway county.
Mrs. James Cole, of South Fifth
Washington, Nov, 23.--Allotments street, left this afternoon for Benton
of 3 per cent certificates ot indebted- to visa relatives,
nese are being made by Secretary Attorney W. V. Eaten will leave
Certelyou. The subscriptions, as Sunday evening for Chicago on legal
rapidly received, will be distributed business.
as government deposits among theie The Rev. G. T. Sullivan will arrive
national banks where the money will itoeley from Paris. Tenn to assume
do the most letestre-Praetleally all of the pastorate of the Broedway Meth-
it will go to the west and south. odist church. He will be the guest
Offers for the certificates continue
to come in, but bids for the Panama
bonds are falling off. This is ac-
counted for by the fact that upon
the announcement of the proposed
issues the- public quickly responded,
while it is the practice of the banks
and financial syndicates which bid
for government bonds to hold off
with their bids until the last mo-
ment. Until the bids are opened on
Nov. 30 it will be impossible to as-
certain the ammene of bonds asked
for in those now on handa-the
prices offered. It is presumed, how-
ever, that those which have accum-
ulated are for small amoents.
UWOMEN SHOLD AD BF 2LLA
Resolution by Labcir Federation-
Meat Packers Must Define
Norfolk. Nov. 23.-The American
Federation of Labor today adopted
resolutions calling for a minimum
wage of $9 a week for all female
retail clerks; calling upon meat pack
erg to define the future policy to-
wards meters and butchers in the
killing of meat in peeking houses;
-4silling for a universal organization
csf "Union 'Label Leagues:" caning
upon the,women of the country to de
mend the union label on all products
purehased.
One of the notable features of the
day was the calling to th.e chair for
a short time by President Gompers of
Miss Agnes Hester, of the Inter-
national Glove Workers, of Chicago.
Miss Hester received an ovation.
Great Exodus to Europe.
New York, Nov. 23.-What ap
pears to be the greatest exodus of
teens the United States has ever
newn is nos( In full progrres. Ev-
fr-ni 7,7(.7.• Yn^k
a: fully hool:od
thousands unable to obtain
a .ico m mode t ions.
---
Ship for Illinois Militia.
Washington. D. C.. Nov. 23.-Ac-
sistant Secretary Newberry has as-
signed the Nashville for the use of
the Illinois naval militia. The ves-
sel is no longer of value to the reg-
ular navy.
The Evening Sun- lee. vioARL.
"Take a good pair of
shoet for a fotmdition."
You can't walk thru
life with success or tread
down your troubles in
poor shoes.
We sell honest, well
made, stylish footwear
of all kinds for man and
boy.
s Sole distributers of
Stacy Adams, Nettleton
and Clapp fine shoes tor
men.
of 'Mr. B. H. Scott. 725 Madison
street, until his family comes next
week.
Mr. Lynn Dale, son of Col. Bud
Dale, of the New Richmond House,
I s now manager of a large lumber
yard in Bangs, Tex., having been
given the position recently at a tine
salary.
Mrs. William J. Jones and little
Deed% Filed,
daughter. Elizabeth, left this morn-
Charles J. Brooks to J. J. Bisect.Ing for Jackson, Tenn.. after visiting
property at Eighth and WashingtonMr and  Mts. _Alexander. iiixklani:L.
I ders in equity suits were made by
Judge Reed in the circuit court this
morning.
G. T. Scott was given a judgment
against Will Flournoy for $130.
Absolute divorce was granted
Retha Thompson from James Thome
son, and the wife was restored to her
maiden name of ftetha Rust.
An order of sale and division of
the property of Thomas Page was
made in the case of Mary Crawford.
etc., against W. L. Page.
In Pollee Court.
Boyd Schaffer, the Ballard county
young man, who crested a disturb-
ance at the Padueah Banking com-
pany yesterday by attempting to
for--e Cashier Hughes to pay cash for
a goose, was presented lit police
court this morning .on a charge of
disorderly conduct. Schaeffer en-
tered a plea of guilty. On recom-
mendation of the city attorney he
east fined $10.
Jim Yarbro and Pearl Dudley, col-
ored, charged with breach of peace,
were given a trial and Yarbro was
fined $20 and costs. The charge
against Dudley was dismissed.
eVill Scott, colored, wes fined $27
and cot s on a breach of peace
charge.
Attorney Henry H. Hu en went streets, 
perTeetioll 'Or title:
John Zelles to -J. A. oper, 54)to Murray today to attend circuit
court. acres in the 
county, $1.000.
M. S Lucas to Theodore Hove-Fire and Police Commiseloner
camp, land in the county, $e00.Mann Clark, who was reported as
seriously ill with bowel trouble yes- Realty 
Development company to
W. M. Mitchell. 53 acres, $1 andterday, is much improved today and 
it is believed out of danger, other 
considerations.
Miss M. Duke. of 713 South C. T. Anderson to C. 
C. Pace, 70
Eleventh street, left this morning acres in county. 
$3,150.
for Denver, Ool.. to visit her uncle.
Mr. Houston Mars. In 
Bankruptcy. tion.
Miss Adelaid Harris, of 320 South In giving the 
list of creditors of
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
Fifth street, leaves Monday for Cairo Henry 0. 
Thompson, who tiled a lee'
to reside. Mien in 
bankruptcy yesterday, a MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
Thompson owes the Meyer-Schmid- WANTED-Fresh mech cows C.
Clark company, the amount being ld. 131rack. Phone 2450. housekeeping if desired. 726 Jeffer.
given at WO-, when it should have FOR SALE or rent, laundry cow- son street.
ben $3.50. plete. Ring old phone 426-r.
Hon. E. W. Bagby. referee In bank   WANTED-An 
Industrious cotes--
FOR SALE--Cheap. gasoline boat,
ruptcy, yesterday issued a summons
for T. C. and W. 0. Britt. of Mem- 
Gray engine. Address A. K., Sun.
FOR heatitg and Stovelreed rnaig North Eighth.
after school hours. Aeply at 22e
ed boy or girl to work before and
phis, to appear -and give evidence 1 437
in the proceedings they instituted
against the Southern Peanut com-
pany.
The creditors of Henry P Turner.
bankrupt. will hold their first meet-
ing at Benton today.
PAGE FMB
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GOOD GOODS
Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.
9,375 Hours of Your Life
THE AVALON PATTERN
is more than triple plated, and
last a lifetime.
In the next twenty-
five years will be
spent at the table.
COMMUNITY
SILVER.
will do much to
make those thous-
ands of hours happy
bymakingthat table
attractive. This
more than triple-
plated ware has the
style and appear-
ance of the best
Sterling. It is ar-
tistic and yet simple.
each piece will
HART'S the place to buy good
goods at the right price.
fiE0. 0. HUT & SONS CO.
Incorporated
WANT ADS_
Subscribers inserting ease ads in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for
when the ad is inserted, tlie rule ap-
plying to every one without ezeep-
CARNEGIE PENSIONS A WOMAN
Ironmaster Honors Miss Lewis, the
Saver of Many Lives.
Newpo-t, R. I., Nov. 23.-Ida
Lewis, the life-saver of lAme Rock
lighthouse, sometimes cal :esi the
Grace Darling of America. has been
further honored. This time it is An-
drew Carnegie who has taken not-k's
of -her, and he hats advised her that
he has placed her name on his pre
rate pension list at the rate of $30
a nernith. Mists Lewis. who in private
life is Mrs. Ida Lewis Wilson/ was
recently elected a member of the
American Cross of Honor, she teeing
the ;anis woman to be given that d:s-
,ti^etion. he 1,9 rotest the world eves
els v n' lives iii Nnrrpg•r.-,.=*t Ray.
of Lime Rock light will b. 'he satne size as the • 0.
e
"ee eseper ,,
--FOR 49A-1•E--goar 4A,.•-01.)144
houses. Apply to Mrs. M. Kahn, 30.1
North Ninth.
LOST- Lad y ' s gold watch with
fob, near Seventh and Kentucky ave-
nue. Feeder please return to this
office and receive reward.
FOR RENT-Nice home In C3311-
try, two miles from city. Good past.
ure. Apply Chas. Bichon, 389-2,
old phone.
FOR RENT-Four room flat vial
bath, front and back porches, balls
etc., upstairs, No, 1440 Broadway.
L. D. Sanders.
-
Her Competent Methods.
You hear no doors go slamming,
Her passion she is damning,
But nothing more,
Although ehe's sore
Andeeloesn't hold with shamming.
No Crockery she's breaking.
No fuse at all she's making;
You hear no squeals,
But then she feels
There's not the least mistaking.
If I am mad I show it
By saying things like "Blow it!"
My words aren't choice;
I raise' my voice
SO all the neighbors know IL
For that I care but little,
In fact, no-jot or tittle,
And find relief -
For rage and grief,
In smashing something brittle
It's most extraurilinary,
But she of word is chary,
4 She doesn't ramp e
I -Around or stamp.
It isn't necessary.
t I make the frank concession,
, Adnewsion or confession,
- All I can do
Ifs nothing to
Her methods of expression.
-Chicago News.
WOMAN SUFFRAGISTS MAY
NOT AMENABLE TO MAN LAW.
London, Noes 2e. - Woman suf-
fragists stormed every- police station
throughout England and Scotland
today. They were ejected every-
where except in a few cases, where
magistrates ordered them thrown in
Jail, The campaign was begun by
pre-arrangement. After being ar-
rested the women yelled they are not
amenable to man made laws.
Charges were preferred of disturb-
ing the peace and contempt of court.
In several provinces efforts were
made to rescue the *omen prisoners
by riots In the court rooms.
If we. do not cause our trials to
intake us they will break us.
-e
There's a short road to eeven
noon any point in, a right IV
Ready for New Jail Wall,
Workmen began tearing away the
fence around the county jail this
morning and a concrete wall will i.e
bnet in Its place. The new -P1` '!(;
NOTICE
L. B. egilv'e & Co.
Thursday.  1
Close; all ray
se Ox 1301:(0
CLOTHES
"hr ifiastrr Craftnianship-
Next time you
buy clothes think
farther than the price,
and the way they loot 
when you try them on.
Question is-how will
they look in two or three
months?
If they're Roxboro
_clothes yob can come
pretty near telling how
they'll look then; all-
wool and good tailoring
keep shape and cotton-
mixed stuff doesn't.
We'll show you, the
rieht kind.
. Levin.
  FIVE DOLLARS reward will be
FOR Data woUii, old phone paid at Harbour's store for the re-
2361. turn of brown silk waist with lace
ROOMS for rent, UPS Washington trimming which was misplaced Otto-
Old phone 2500. ber 29.
BEAUTIFI'L furnished or unfurn-
ished rooms. Two complete for
FOR RIEN7 -Five room cottage,
407 North Fifteenth,
FOR SALE-Furniture, 215 Far-
ley street, Mechanicsburg.
FOR SALF.---*i show cases, butter
box and counter, 11.5 South S.-cond.
FOR Sk-E- !tee toe dee; Witt
Apels at this nitre
- 1% .1:- TED- .1 steeple te le es :eel
board, 212 South Fouttli.
A tlit1CK rc.sidenc.• tor rent, !,;;;•
Madison. Apply to tfess-W, E. Cave,
214 North Seventh street.
-CHIROPODIST-Louise, the chi-
ropodist, will be at the Palmer House
November, 27th, 26th, and 27th.
WANTED--Position as clerk in
grocery store, 12 years' experience.
Address S., care Sun.
WANTED-To rent house or cot-
tage by permanent tenant. Address
'P. G. M., care Sun.
i nip, Perfection Oil Heater aid
1 Rayo Lamps advertised In this paper
are sold only by Noah's Ark:- _
800D PRICE paid for furnitere
and stoves at Williams--& Peal, 205
South TlitrA street. New phone 901-a.
FOR SALE-Pony at your own
price. Come out to see him, 164e
Clay.
-GO and have a pair of pants made
to order for $7.0e). Goode guaran-
teed. Solomon, Tailor, 113 South
Third street.
MOTHER'S SOOTHING BALM for
chapped and rough skin, made by
Mrs. Hawkins, is for sale at Stutz's
candy store.
DON'T FORGET the Bele-In-the-
Wall. Ill 1/2 South Third street, for
I chMazcon-carne, tamales and sand-
wkfiee of alt kinds
CIGAR salesman wanted-Exper-
ience unnecessary, $100 per month
and expenses. Peerless Cigar 00.,
Toledo, Ohio.
FOR SALE--A good Mare, cheap.
Suitable for family use. 231 Broad-
way,
FOR RENT-One six-room cot-
tage, 502 North Seventh. All mod-
ern conveniences. Phone 254.
FOUND-Umbrella at postoffice.
Call Wade Brown, deputy U. S. mar
she), and describe property.
LOST-Between 219 North Sixth
street and-Kozy theater or In Kozy
theater or Bijou theater Wednesday
night, pearl watch pin. Return to
219 North Sixth and receive reward
FOR SALE-12-ton towboat with-
out engide. Finiteble for either gaso-
line or steam. Lueas & Gilbert. 203
Fraternity building.
BOOKKEEPER WANTED (9fee)
-Salary $75 to start. Graduate
Central Business College prefe-red.
Address, own handwriting, M. m-e
Sun.
CLEANING A-SI-1) PRESSING 1...4
Is line Satisfaceon gtetrsrt-4t
re- .,n1 ess
times Dees se
Es, v II . I'S- es
ee-rt
-WANTED-Salesmen to-iell-hee
Heating oils and greases on salary
or commission. Excellent ride line,
The Champion Refining Co., Cleete
teed. Ohio.
WANTED-Colored woman or liii
grown colored girl to do washing and
ironing; also (-colored man for jareeir
' work. May be mats and wife it
there are no children. Apply to
Charity club office, 3.07 Kentu•ky
avenue.
-WANTED-For Ti. S. army: Able-
-bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35; citiaatuseaL the United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Men wanted now
for service in Cuba. For informaeos
apply to Recruting Officer, New Rick-
mend House. Paducah, Kr.
MORGA N SHOWS "DRY" M(fl
Financier's Parable in Prediction ot
leetumption of Confidence,
New York. Nov. 23. -Norman b.
Ream, the Chicago capitalist, p-rtr7eti
a prophecy of better times ahead from _
Pieremert Morgan, aeeording to
Wall street gorip,'
"When is dads slump in preses
going to stop?" queried Mr. Ream,
after reading the new- low ticker rec.('
ords.
"I once asked my father when R.
was going to stop raining," Mr. Mom-
got is quoted se having reelted.
"'Boy.' said he to me, 'I never knew
of but one rainstorm that eked not
stop '
"'Willett one was .that?' I gees-
tinned.
" 'The present one.' paid my father"
And Mr. Morgan looked over 1,.he
of his emit desk into Broad street,
where the rain was falling, and
"buckled,
Infant Dies.
The six.-Months-old daughter of
Mr. Douglas Sills, a farmer on the
Berger road, throe miles from the
city, died 'this morning and will be
burled at the Bell cemetery on Sun-
day afternoon.
•
.0111 ass.,
• •
a
el.F ere
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RHEUMATISMRUBBED AWAYCAM NOT BE
Rubbing with liniments, blistering the affected parts, the application of
*Masters, and other means of external treatment, are usually helpful in
relieviee the pains and aches of Rheumatism, but such remedies do not
reach the CAUSE of the disease, and are therefore in no sense curative.
2heutnatism is due to an excess of uric acid in the blood, brought about by
1nd igestiofilroor bowel action, weak kidneys, and a general sluggish condition
of th system. The circulation deposits this irritating poison in the different
la:metes, nerves, tissues and joints of the body, and soon the painful symptoms
of Rheumatism are produced. The pains at first may be wandering and slight;but as the blood becomes more fully saturated with the uric arid poison, thedisease grows worse and after awhile gets to be chronic. The slight, wander-leg pains now become sharp and cutting at the least exposure to dampnessor night air, or any constitutional irregularity, the bones ache, the musclesire not as free in action as before, and where the acid poison is allowed toreneen in the blood the joints often become so clogged with corrosive sub-Stances that they are left permanently stiff and useless. Rheumatism can
never be rubbed away, nor can it be conquered and driven from the system
until the acid-laden blood has been cleansed
S 
and purified.
effectually as S. S. S: It dissolves and re-
No other medicine doeS this so
moves the impurities and sends a stream of
• • rich, strong blood to the affected parts, which
soothes the irritated nerves, inflamed musclesPURELY VEGETABLE and flesh, an 1 the sufferer obtains relief that
is permanent because the real cause of thedisease has bees removed. Srenial book on Rheptuatism and any medicaladvice desired free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
CHURCH BUILDER
REPUTATION GIVEN THE REV. NI.
E. DODD .yr
Leader Sneaks in High Ti s :is of Pas-
tor Called I. First Baptist
!lurch Here.
The Fulton leader says:
'It was four ears ago last Sun-
day that the Rev. Dodd delivered his
first sermon in the Fulton Baetist
church. The building-at that time
was not completed; the thursh w:e
heave) in debt and the small irene
tershie partly divided. ‘Vhat a won-
derful change has taken place since
that memorable sermon and during
Brother Dode's pastorate here has
been phenomonal. The church bued-
ing has been completed at a cost of
about $10,0410. and deeented: a
beautiful parsonage has be- •i, eie iel
a fine pipe organ has b.ei,
and the entire' has beeu elegaute
furnished throughout, and the- neee-
bership has been more than doubled
and closely united.
"Should Rev. Dodd resin hts Pas'
terate hereto ac-ept that at Padu iah
the church will lose a faithful and
zealous pastor and Fulton will
one of its best citizens. We trust
that the Fulton Baptist church will
make a mental effort to keep their'
beloved pastor in Fulton."
Generous liestitution.
In one of the northwestern state"
they like nothirg better than to (eel
how, a fcw -37ars see. there carne to
tee& seatlen a Betten Lee newer ::an
weo e mee .n v. - • "et :Pe ee"i
a lenrklag in lb it e, isecr. altee- ye!
it appeared that there had no, loon'
_ au illegal ese:cution in the state for,
a long time. The natives took the;
gee:alone of the Eastero ecribe in
good pirt, and even "jollied- him,r
i• • 'ening that for downright law-i
NOTICE.
L. B. Ogilvie & Co.
Closes all day
Thursday.
-
the community witecein be
wce ter tits menient sujourtersg was
, c.. rut n' -t ceisseicu - u-s ponem
l ei the United States.
"Doe't )ou svcr make a mistake
in teeee lynehiees?" guile:ersly askee
tee Beecelen. "That is, don't you
ever lynch the wrong man?"
"That happened once." put In some!
ter•t• -hut we tried to do the square'
, thirg by the widow."
"indeed!"
"Ye s. we appoieted a committee
to inform her ahat the joke was on
!us. aid we gave her the choice of
the crowd for her se'-mid husleude
--November Lippineotes.
A disease-proof potato has
introduced into Feanse from
Vale
been
Uru-
Maltese Cross Fpices
for tin
Thankliving Turkey
There is a certain spicy
tang which the Thanksgiving
turkey must have or it is a
disappointment. Our grand-
mothers used e0rtain spices of
their own making — hung on
the rafters in bunches to dry
and of only moderate strength.
Maltese Cross Brand spices
,are extra full strength. pat,
up in sanitary, air-tight cans
and sold for a merely notninal
pr;ee -Faze, mace, red, Nark
whin. p.prir .•.,•
10c a can
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
••••••••••••••••Ma
GROVER LAND
DOES STUNT AS SNAKE CHARMER
.11' FRANKFORT.
• •••••161••••
Reptile Warmed From Stupor Causes
Commotion in Hotel at the
Capital City,
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 23.—A large
snake routed gueets, elerks and bele
bce s in tee office of a local hotel last
night, after which it made Itewto
Into the bar anil performed a like
f?at with the bartender. The snake
circled through the glassware on the
sideboard and was using his tail with
[ening effect on highball and cacktail
glasses when Grover hand, catcher
'for thie Toledo baseball club, of the
American association, appeared on
the seere.
I The minute the snake caught sight
of the beeetosser he made a jump for
thin' and wrapped himself around
Land's right leg, when the latter
grabbed the snake around the throat
and ehokel him into submission, The
i snake had been left in a glass box
In the office of the hotel by a farmer,
'an.] when.he became warmed up from
'the heat of the stove he broke out
'from his place of confinement. The
!snake was about as big around as an
an axe handle and twice as long,
•
I have a enene,It•ti to make.
,ily dear. For a 'vele, eeir-af'er we
ere eierried I soar-1 el your pcekett
ter leeere.
ile etis! it'''. yen ere tiny?
es.• those yau to
gi•sienerter ieneer.
• I ontreanton.
1, Better Christians in America.
The ,biebess of London pointed his
sermon at the Church of the Holy
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21L
WEEK IN F OCIETY
(Continued from Page Three.)
Q. D. Vaughn, of Louisville; Mrs. W.
J. Jones. of Chicago; Mrs. Elizabeth
LaRue of Elizabethtown.
--11--
. Weddings.
The marriage of Miss Etta Carle
Warliburne and Mr. Silas E. Mitch-
ell will take place on Wednesday ev-
ening at 8 o'clock at the home of
the bride's mother, Mrs. Eva J.
Washburne, 1925 Madison street.
The couple wit leave Immediately for
Chicago and Milwaukee on a bridal
trip and will keep house et 1105
Madison atreet on their return.
1
1 Miss Maud Byrd. the daughter of
'Mr. and Mrs. NV. T. Byrd, anl Cant.
Thoma• J. Potter, of the Paducah
police force, were married quietly in
i Louisville on Monday. They re-
turned home this week and are liv-
ing at 514 South Fourth street, irhe
vvedding was a surprise to their man-
;lay friends here.
I The wedding of Miss Dorothea Ob-
erhausen and Mr. Joseph Moults,
will take place at the St. Francis de1
,Sales Catholic Church on Thursday
afternoon at 3:10 o'clock. The ,Reev.
Father H. %V. Jansen will perform
the ceremony. The bride will wear
white esshmere over silk and a white
picture hat. The bridesmaids will
be gowned in the sarnedrietaonitao
Heavens is the best man. After the
ceremony the bridal party and a
few friends will be entertained with
an elaborate dinner at the bride's
home. They will visit the bride-
groom's parents and relailves at St.
John's and will make their home
with the bride's parents at 521 South
Nineteenth street.
Miss Oberbiusen is the attractive
daughter of Ar. and- Mrs. J. H.
Oberhausen She will celebrate her
eighteenth birthday on Thursday.
Mr. Shoulta is the son of Mr. J.
Shoulta, a leading resident of St.
John's neighborhood. He is em-
ployed it the Illinois Central shops.
by an elaborate reception at Ho.,
home of the bride's parents, Mr. site
Mrs. Donald J. MacAlister. M is
Bogert Becker Phillips and Ml-.
Anna Webb, of Paducah, attendee
Mr. and Mrs. Webb will beret home
in Paducah after January 1,
,About People.
Miss Frenoes Coleman will return
home Sunday from Chicago, where
she has been since September study-
ing vocal music under Signor Mare-
scalchi and Mrs. NV. C. Scofield, fon
merly of Paducah.
i Miss Blanche Hills left this weekfor a visit in Jackson, Than. Shewill return on Monday and will beaccompanied by Miss Mary Louise
Roberts of Jackson, who will be her
guest. Miss Roberts formerly lived
In Paducah and is very popular in
this city.
Miss Happy Newell will arrive on
Wednesday to spend Thanksgiving
and the week end with her sister.
Miss Virginia Newell at the Craig
Annex. Miss Newell is a member of
the High School faculty at Paris.
Tenn. this year. She has a host of
friends in Paducah %%here she for-
merly lived for four years. It is
her first visit since leaving here last
November. .
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Jennings
and Miss Mary B. Jennings have
closed their summer home, "Oak-
lawn." In Areadia.and this week mov-
ed in town. They will be with Mrs.
Jenning's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
K. Sondurant, 502 North Sixth St..
Ion the winter.
Mr. Clifford Reddick, the talent-
ed Paducah musician now living at
Memphis, Tenn., is noticed In one of
the leading musical journals of the
country. The article steles that he
has become a member or the Mem-
phis Musician's Union and is play-
ing with an orchestra in one of the
theaters. Mr. Reddiek is especially
skilled on the violin. -
Mrs. Elizabeth LaRue. of Eliza-
bethtown, Ky.. is the guest of Mrs I
D. Wilcox, 603 Kentucky avenue, and
is reviving the pleasant tuipeession
she made here on a previous visit.
Mrs. Leslie B. Samuels, of Bards-
sereved Friday and will. ebe tee
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard G. Terrell. 516 Kentucky
avenue. Mrs. Samuels is on-.. of Pa-
ducah's most charming and popular
girls.
Miss Nellie Claire Schwab, 715 Jef-
ferson street, leaves today' for Bir-
The marriage of Miss Carrie May
Clayton and Mr. Wilbur Allen May
took place on Wednesday morning
at 10:34) o'clock at the home of the
bride's parents, M.r. and Mrs. Thomas
II. Clayton, 1047 Trimble street.
The Rev. Calvin Thompson perform-
ed the ceremony. The bride wore
a traveling costume of dark blue
cloth. They left immediately for a
bridal trip and will be at home afterTrinity todey with what he Raw in December 1. at 1124 Tumble street.teeneorearecwy. Whence arrived only yes-
The wedding bansof Miss Bonnie1 
ace  c'-sac, This 
change of climate bet•g neon-"There Is far greater generosity,. Akers and Mr. Waleiee Coleman h  imp!. discos y banishes lc setd
I 
love and trust between different announced. The marriage will take from the °blood. loa•-ns the suzette foists,'bodies of Christians end between place Wednesday, Deceteber 4, at the
'gams Mrs.
riligri.fiteaViliclyb on,c.I. maned tbo, :the tweri eiethe 7t  es gi eft
:be:hoots of tbought in the name Cburce parsonage of the chi, -eh The Rev. the 0/0" tu‘e* este Yall• r *roll
M. Summers, Box It, South Bend. Ind.In America than here. in Englandee F'ather H. W. Janssn will perform
,eaid Dr. Ingram. "It is 'Ake going the ceremony. Mies Akers Is an at-
tato arether atmosphere to , pass tracttve young lady of the South
from the wrung:es of Gseat Britain side. Mr.Celcinan Is the popular
:ado as atneephere where they are druggist at seventeenth and Tennes
unknown, gee streets. They will reside at 170.5
Tennessee street."I found that the bitterness :eh
diegrares our rhumb at home is un-
known in the United States. alehouge
there are conscientious differences
there.
"It Wag great leeson to be present
beautiful church ceremonial followe4 ememifillwieleM111111911 11e
.111
$100 POLICY ONE MONT
OLD PAID IN FULL
By the COMMONWEALTH—the only company issuing Industrial
policies that are payable PROMPTLY and IN FULL—no Butner
when death occurs. Head the following letter and investigate the
COM MON WEA LT H Polities : .
Paducah, Ky., Nov. 13, 1907.
Commonwealth Life Insurance Co., Louievilhe Ky.
Genthencie—I received today through your Stmeriutendeut.
Mr. Geo. W. Head, $100.00 in full settlement of claim under
policeeno, 4.5e55e for $100.00 on the life of my daughter, Effie
Stuart, who died November 0th.
I want to thank you for your promptness in settling this
claim and also desire to say that the provLsion, by which the two-
icy is placed in Full Immediate Benefit, is a most excellent one,
and that any one desiring to apply for insurance, should cs•rtsfn-
ly consider your policies before taking out any insurance, as al-
though the !mike, on the life of my. daughter was only taken out
on (*.tither 7th, 10(17, a little over a month ago, your Company
has paid me in full.
Assuring you I will say good word in behalf of the Cone
 wealth eheuever I can, as its policies contain the most liberal
provisions. Very truly yours,
MARY L. KNIGHT, Iteueficiary
All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up at the Age 75
Write a postal card to W. D. Amlah•y. Superintendent of Indus-
trial Deeartment, Eagle Building, Sixth and Broadway, Paducah. ley.,
and an agent will be glad to call and explain fully the many exclusive
feette is of COMMONWEALTH Ineurance. You do not obligate your-
self in any way by talking it over.
Paducah Depnsitory, Citizens' Savings Bank.
Commonwealth
Life Ins• • Louisyille,Ky, Co
308
Chestnut
J. I). POWERS, Pres.; JUDGE MATT O'DOUERTIe First Vice
Pres.; D.111WIN W. JOHNSON, Sec. and Treas.; DR. J. W. GUEST,
Medical Director; GREGORY & WHENRY, Gene, Counsel; J. el.
QUINN, Manager of Agencies. LOUIS G. RUSSELL. Manager In-
dustrial lepartment.
mingbarn, Ain., to attend a house
party at the home of Mrs. Lewis
Lazarus. whose daughter will be mar-
ried on Wednesday, November 27.
Mrs, Will Jones and little daugh-
ter, Elizabeth, left this morning for
Jackson, Tenn, after a ten days'
visit to Mrs. Alexander
1611 Broadway,
Another Girl: "Does he ride horses
back with grace?" "No, I think her
name ,is Edith."—Cleveland Plain
Dealer,
A wedding of especial social Inter-
est wee that of Miss Pauline Houston
and Mr. James W. Sevier, which was
nuietly solemenized on Wednesday
at the general convention of the morning at the home of the bride.
?.33 North Fifth street. The cere-hurches in the Uneed States; high- 
3
was performed by the Rev. J.ly inetneetire to see a. meRtionaire
R. Henry of the Kentucky avenuefrom Wall street sitting We by side
Presbyterian church.with a work ingman,hbonh rege•eseeoting
New York. It was e democrac
Only the relatives and a few truy. in-
timate friends were present. Mrs."There are no panioe care in theiSevier, of •Jackson, Tenn., mother  American ehureh. of the bridegroom was an out-of-
BACK UP YOUR  COUPON BONDHAY MATTER WITH
One year- or fifty years from now, your printing -
other people's files will look as well as Cie day they
were received if they are written on
@ONLIREgGs:E3gR9CD)
COUPON BOND betters by age, because it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. Yoh
have to build a sheet of paper. That is why a blind man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers.
The "feel" would tell him the character of the taper. Its
-,trength and surface would tell the story of slow, careful manu-
facture.
Back- up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that have to count. Try it for
yourself. Make an experiment. (Jet a month's supply of
Coupon Bond from your printer and cheek up results.
The SUN Job Office
'er. then, what services we had
‘cut there! Why, I heard the natters
shake with praise."—Ieendon Dis-
patch to New York Times.
The Largest Tree in the World.
-Tfte -137-1Citritz Of flerersater is elle
leteet to give his erientific expres-
town guest.' Mr. and Mrs. Sevier
left immediately after the ceremony
on a bridal trip. They will be at
home at 233 North Fifth street.
The marriage of Mr. William Weill.
of this city. and Miss Katherine Eva'eons of rho giant cypress in the I MacAlister took place on Thursdec ;14ehurrhyard at Tule, near the city of evening at Marinette, Wis. It was aOaxaca, Mexico. This has for ages 
been more famous than almost any
other epee-linen of the vegetable king-
dom. When the Spaniards landed in
Mexico. they wrote of the mighty
tree that the Aztecs regarded as
sacred. The botanists. A De Can-
dolle and „eve. Gray. estimated that
it WaS at least 4,0en years old._ It
Is asserted that the distarroe around
its trunk. six feet from the ground,
Is 154 feet and 2 inches.
Dr. Kuntz in his icng lecousit of
the present _condition of the tree.
says it is remarkably vigorous and
weers the weight of forty centuries
almost jauntily,
If the; tree is not the largest in
the world it at least monde" In thick-
news all irks of which measure-
meats have been taken. De .Can-
(lore's measurements gave the diam-
eter of fifty-seven feet., The diam-
eter of the sequoia, which photo-
enares have made famellar by the
wagon road tirrough It. is thiirty feet
not much more then half thet of the
Title cepress. The largest baobabs
and eeeher.Afrioan giants are front
ninety-six to one 'hundred and twelve
feet in circumference, girting only
aimat two-thirds as much as the
Mexiean tree. There is considerable
dlecreplence, however, in the figteree of
the cennseletenre of the Tub e tree
(120 to 154 feet). owing.- ae De
t Kuntz explains, to different ways of
meeenteog it.- New York Son
A WOMAN'S APPEAL.
To el knowing au ftereriet rheumatism.whet her
muscular or of the sints. setatica. lon•baecia,
backache, pains Cu the I.ilneys or neutsitria
painq, to write to het to. • home treattnect
which hes repeatedly curd allot the. e tortw.-e..
She feels it her duty to send it to all editfcrers
Pit Rig. Von cure yourself at home as thousands
Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps
They save the continual writing
over the same thing. They are
not expensive. send us an order.
Prices Right.
The Diamond Stamp Works
15 S. Third It. Mares 358.
NOTICE
9
All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.
HEREAFTER
wwwmw
Advantages of the Automobile.
"Strange. but entre we have had
an automobile it is her moat distant
relatives and friends whom we yisit
time frequently,"—Fliegende Mat-
ter.
• s
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Conquer That
Cough
Don't go mound with a -
Mortynge our chess.
da, that you let it
rt oil. 1C..• t 'Cr
Ce'.• ,
1. ore o
ansl ahaartittg: the del-
icate hr,echial passages
'get int:7=rd ithder the
continual It.ickin;:. the
lora, become latievated`
under the constantly re
curries pamaCes..
-
With
Piso'a Cure
(li-re is • soothing and
healing effect upon + tile
entire respiratory mu-
cous meutbrine. It has
stood the test tor nearly
halt a Catheter RS the one •
reliable remedy kr con- ,
samption. colds and all
chest affections. It sOes
right to the orWia of the
trou Sic. removes the
cause and aids astute is
restoring healthful cow.
dthens. Piso's Cure is
absolutely Iry from ob-
i...cionstle Ingredients.
Its perfect safety. pleas-
ant t.,st...-ind seequaned
efficacy make it the ideal
remedy for man. woman
and hld. If you have a
cough drive it out today
Before It
ConquersYou
CURE
f‘),
(n
•••
• • w • •II •10,
A few feet of gas
will heat your rooms.
in the morning
quickly and cheaply.
The Paducah Light Power Co.
•
ae•
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You may easily hide your ignorance of South
• Sea politics or North Pole explorations, but
air you eatutot hide a scraggly, worn-out, ignorant.looking tead of hair. Ayer's Hair Vigor is
ii'ehublish the fornuilo of Ayer's Hair the 
natural exponent of intelligent hair cut.
V Igor You know whatore slung. tore. The hair promptly yields, becomes
manageable, and appears well. j. c.Your dodo, knows reite 41 loci Mints.
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
Steam Heating Expert
Repair WorK Solicited.
Both Phones 201
323 Kentucky Avenue.
132 5. Fourth St.
INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,
Office Phones Old 369New 369
Steam Boller,
Ronda,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevati,r
Residence Phones Old 720N.w 7.6
Campbell Building, PeaduCah, Ky.
PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.
__Ai now open in new quarters_ Open day and night:
IV; F. Paxton,
President.
R. Rudy,
Cobbler.
P Punyear,
Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
lac•rp•r•t•d
Capital  $100,000
Surplus  50,000
Stockholders liability..  100,000
Total security to depositors $250,000
Accounts of indi.iduals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and
courteous treatment.
accord to all the Warne
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SA'rURDAY NIGHTS FRONI 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Third and Broadwirs,
SPECULATORS
WILL CATCH IT WHEN CONGRESS
114 IN SESSION.
Wall Street Ties Up Cash, They Say,
When West Needs It for the
Crops.
Washington, Nov. 23.—It is evi-
dent from the remarks of senators
and representatives arriving here
that the money kings of New York
and their imitatoss in other parts of
the country need not look for much
sympathy from congeess. Almost all
the statesmen admit that the Batta-
lion is a serious one and that some
radical remedy must be devised to
Supply plenty of money. They are.
however, almost to a man disposed
to put the blame upon the K)ecula-
tive influences in New York.
Every congressman from the west
reports the same thing. They come
to the white h6use and treasury de-
partment and tell identical stories of
constant prosperity, good crops. large
demand for manufactured articles.
and, and with it all scarcity of money.
Many of them are unable to under-
stand how two such contradictory
conditions oan exist at the same lima.
What they do know is that western
banks and western capitalists have
now and have had vast sums on de-
posit in New York, while western
banks today hold New York etennier-
cial paper upon which they have ad-
vanced millions upon millions of
money.
The constant complaint which le
being dinned Into the ears of Secre-
tary Oortelyou and President Roose-.
ve:t is that western ba n ka have
money enough on deposit in New
York to move the crops if they cold
only get at their own each. It was
this complaint, which came from
every important business center of
the west, which finally induced the
president to resort to the extraonli-
nary device of issuing interest bear-
ing certificates of indebtedness at a
time when the treasury aztuallx had
On hand a surplus amounting to
$250,000,600.
Members of the house and senate
from the interior who arrived here
are practically a .unit In declaring
that they iv-111 ntirronsent to any new
currency legislation unless some
action ig taken at the same time to
i re vent the use of government funds
for stock gambling operations. These
men say there never could have beet,
any money stringency in the face of
the extaaordinary prosperity in every
legitimate line of trade had it not
been for the vast sums needed to
-continue the wi:d speculative game
In Wall street.
FOR KENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasdnable.
AMERICAMFRMAN NATIONAL BANK
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi-
cate. Purity of the
Early Times
And
Jack Beam 
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure' anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.
PEANUT BUREAU PLANNED,
Growers Along Tennessee Contem-
plate Organization,
Fill the Tank
with gasolene if you want the
motor-car to go. The oil sup-
plies the power that makes the
wheels turn round.
The human machine is Itt in
motion in the same way by
Scott's EUNUCH
Folks are like motor-cars. At
times they get run down.
Storrs EMULSION is full of power.
It not only produces flesh but
gives new power to weak bodies.
All Prussia. ; 50c. and $1.00.
TO FRIENDLESS
THESE GAVE DURING THE YEAR
PROVISIONS AND CoMEORT.
Natthville. Tenn., Nov. 22.—Peanut
growers in Tennessee have in con-
templation the establishment in
Nashville of a department or bureau
for the handling of the peanut crop
of the state. Humphreys county men
representing an organization com-
posed of growers in several counties
along. the Tennessee river, are in
Nashville for the purpose of seeing
what can be done. The arrange-
ment contemplated is to be some-
thing oh the order of the tobacco
growers' and cotton growers' organ-
izations.
Fie hundred or more Tennessee
farmers are engaged in growing pea-
nuts in Humphreys, Decatur, Perry,
I3enton and Wayne counties, besides
a number in adjoining coeties.
About G,OSO acre* averaging 38
bushels per acre, are devoted to
peanut raising this year in the five
countiee named, being about GO per
cent, of an average crop. This makes
231,440 bushels. or 57,760 sacks of
peanuts produced in the five Counties
this-season. •
How They Quarreled.
The mistress of the house always
goes straight to the point, says a
writer In Punch. "Why did you leav
your last place?" she bluntly asked
the applicant for housemaid's piece
"1 couldn'4- stand the way mistress
and master used to quarrel, mum."
"Dear me, did they quarrel much "
"Yes, mom. When awasn't me an'
'twas me an' er.7
CUT THIS OUT
It is worth 75c
to you. This
coupon and 25c
will get a $1.00
bottle of Bur-
dock Tonic at
M c PHERSON'S
--173PUtz Store
Lade Managers Wish to TI k Con-
tributors for What They Have
Done to Institution,
The lady managers of the Home of
the Friendless wish to extend the
thanks and appreciation for donations
during October and November.
The following butchers have given
twif- e a week for years: Kolb Bros..
Adolph Surges, Seitz & Smith, Louis
Petter, Rector Bros., S. Butler,
Charles Smith & Son. Milo Rector, F.
E. Metzger, John Theobald Beyer
tiros.. H. Saltzgiver, L. D. Wattpon,
Frank Petter. Henry Beyell, Caeisar
Burger, F. A. Jones & Sons.
Those on market who have given
produce of all kinds are: J. H.
Granes, A. J. Harris, Frank Block,
Gus Corneiland, Fred Schmidt, E. M.
-.Saber, -1. W. Skelton, r. tnater-
wood, J. B. 43railtin, H. E. Hall, J. F.
11:clion, J. F. Jones, K. Schmidt, Louis
Welch, Gus Ruoff, R. Dunn, Thomas
Challenor, August Legeay. N. M.
Seitz, Henry C.orneilanti, Joe Starr,
John Schmidt, C. Schmidt, J. R.
Cosby. Bonds & Powtli. M. G. Beyer,
W. N. Schmidt. Robert Torian. John
Nall, Arthur Jones, Gus Muenier,
Irvin Polk, John Lehre", John C.
Harris. W. Putrim, T. B. Whittemore.
Brown & Iverlett, Louis Schmidt
Lloyd Bloomfield . Frank Glison, Ed
Duflot, Adcock Brae. Chris Coleman,
A. F. Coleman. Fletcher Bros., Hop
Reeves. Morrow Caruthers, Walter
Grubb*, J. A. Schmidt, A. S. Whit-
lock. George Schmidt, A. Yopp, Kin-
der & Short, Arthur Williams, Wil-
liam Rottgering. W. H. Thompson,
Gabriel Murphey, Mrs. W. F. Me-
Cutcheon, Mrs. Kate Englert, Mrs.
Kate Smith.. Mrs. Mary Sargent. Mrs.
Lizzie Neihoff, Mrs. Louisa Welsch,
Mn. Mollie Cates, Mrs. Mary Thome.
son, Mrs. Sallie Holland, Mrs. Mary
Whitelauf, Mrti, Mary Matheny.
Others who have given liberally
are the ladies of the Catholic church
who gave a bountiful supply of bread
and the First Presbyterian. church
'Provisions.
LOCKED IN VAULT.
Six Young Women Have Narrow Es-
cape From Death,
Chicago. Nov. 22.—Six young wo-
men employed by the American Steel
Wire company, in its general office
in the Commercial National bank
building, had _narrow ,escapes from
death through suffocation this after-
noon through being locked in a fire-
proof vault on the twelfth floor of
a skyscraper. The tragedy was avert-
ed by beating a hole through the
brick and terra cotta wall of the
vault, after the girls had suffered
Imprisonment -in the little chamber
for more than half an "ire The
young women fainting:and gaiping
for breath, were released. Although
hey suffered greatly from fright and
the strain of the harrowing experi-
ence, none is in a hP110U3 condition,
It is said.
Twa office boys' idea of a joke is
responsible for the scare and near
tragedy.
As Posterity May See Ps.
Archaeologists differ as to the pre-
cise date when the freedom of Amer-
ica was finally achieved, though the
aeight of opinion selects the year
1951 A. D..
Ooins of that year have been dug
tip, which stow the figure of a Pull
man porter kneeling with clasped
1
bands supplicatingly, and a man
with a satchel_ looking haughtily
hand, a manuscript of about the mid-
hand, a manuscript o fabont the mid-
'dle of the twentieth century speaks
of persons going out to dine with
friends having to take along money
to fee the servants with.
One thing is certain, however, that
their emancipation was an accomp-
lished fact not later than A. I).
2411-1), for in that .year we know of
their blowing themselies to Dieve9
With high explbsives in celebration
of their deliverance.—Puck.
•
BURGLARS
ATTEMPT TO
STORE HY
ENTER HARBOUR'S
REAR. WINDOW.
D E. Wilson
Them Away
ing for Sc
Shoots and Frightens
prom store—Look-
  of That (ie.h.
A burglar was discovered by D. E.
Wilson, of the book department of
Harbour's last night when he put to
flight three persons who were at-
tempting to enter the house through
the back door•i
The attempted burglary was bold
and octarred early in the night,
NNIllitt the moon was shining brightly.
Manegir Wilson, who was in the
store posting his books, heard the
burglars attempting to enter a rear
window. He quietly went near with
.his revolver in hand, and as a black
face peered in the opening that had
been made, in the window he played
the cold' steel of the pistol barrel
against the negro's forehead. Rather
than kljilethe man, he turned the bar-
rel a little so that the man would not
lie hit with the bullet, and fired.
With a yell the would-be burglar
ran, Mr. Wilson firing two shots in
the air. Mr. Wilson stated this morn
ing that there were three of the in-
truders, one of them a woman, who
was placed on guard near the window
that was opened.
It is thought that the burglars be
lieved there was a large sum of mon-
ey in the store, as Mr. harbour has
been liberal in giving currency in
chaage. The money is removed
from the building before closing time
and placed in a safe place.
Doctor —"Has your husband had
any lucid iaterivals since I was here
last?" "Well, this morning he kept
sivouting that you were an old fool,
an' he tried to break the niedicilig
bottles."—LIfe.
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
For the r,ituttfPte ore Of Coughs. Cold,.
Asthma. sad Brorchits awl all Lou/ ci..ra •
plaints lending to C ostonpona. 1.1••r•vitrt.
Tar arid Wild Cb•rry have for ag.. main-
tained •a mtablla•ma fODU/1111.0ft as a tandatd
(belga Remedy, it contain. 110 Ot111101 or Sara-
let drum tee he given with sa I et, to children.
PlriCt Sir Sold 1..y Al a L.,o.
WI lama Writ Co Stop... Cleecland. 0.
POSITIONS rE--N9"IYY7""
CONTRA CT given, backed by $300 000 00 LAI and 18 ) SI7C2ESS
  Cais 4•1* :KM* MP 413 34ini taco aad
deny that you married me for my
money?"
"Nope; I might deny it; but I can't
look yea in the face end deny R."—
ifousten Post.
WILLIAALS• KIDNEY PILLS.
Have you neglected your kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you
pains in !ohm siae, back, groins and
bladder? Hale you a flabby ap-
pearance of the face esnecially tmiat
the eyes? If so, 44'11.1.ittis' Kidney
Pile will cure yon—at Druggists.
Price 50e.
Williams. Mfg.
land, 0.
Co., Prow., Cleve-
You cannot find happiness if you
turn your back on health.
DYSPEPSIA
Haying taken your worotertot "Pasearets- Coe
nionth• and 'wind entirely en r.'.4 ..f ost.,n,artA
Fave taken nuerous other so railed remedia•
arris •nd it•spipps1•.1 think • word of steatite is
Wim
eta' Citite•retie for th•lr wonderful composition.
I wittiont avail and I Gni that f'ascar,ts
mit,. in • day .than all IS. others I 1.•iis taken
Would in a year."
Junes Uriions. HS Mirror St., Jersey ray. N.J.
Plerrimit. Palatable Pnteet. Twit. Geo.& no non&
Jr.'. k•., .aao,
fl too.. 'Ike tatlet *limped C CC.
Shia:Int, Olt SO cure )..ur liernet" tjs,-o.
Ster:icg RemeJy Co., Chicago or N.Y. At
MONK SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
NM AND WOMEN.
Els. Big 44 for naaatiaral
it: at dt•cbsram.inflatnuations.
Irritations or ulceration/
sa •WhillnMi of mucous membranes.
rresieb Dieuree. Psi n less. and not &stria-
gent or Vet.on
11014 lay Druggists,
or r nt in plain wrapper.
ty •x.presta. prepsid, tor
Ii 00. or 3 t.o.tlea S2.73.
climatic Ser.4 us turrall.
SANTAL-MIDY.
Standard remeey t, r Gleet.
Ccnorehres and Running!
111 48 HOOHS. Cum,Kid-
n.y sad Budder trodbeo.
DRAUGHON'S L'iuRs jAneCs5TCUeAs eLs
IllairorpintrataL)
PADUCAH, 312 lima lway, and Evansvtlle and St. LuI
Dookkeeping. Banking, Sitietiteml, Penertnthip, Telegraphy. etc. Indoreed
by businesemeu Also teach by null. Write, pholie, or eall for catalogue.
30 Colic:14'1J St3 i I 1 17 Steitteet.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky,
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
- EASIER TO TAKE
Two dooms give relief, and on* bez
will sure any ordinary case of Kid-
Soy or bladder trouble. Remove.
'ravel, cure' Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
itheumatIsm, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 60 cents
per boa In the no cure no pay bads
by MePherson's Drug store, Fourth
ind Broadway, vole agent for Pada-
ash, or sent by mall upon receipt oi
iries,by Lark Medicine Co.. Loite-
ring, 114.*
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
18 B Y
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN 3ER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
_ _ 1/1C011•004.41 la
Ii • .t
While aing in tile South
cently a eaveler chanced upon a r.
Ident of a sleepy hamlet In Al..
barna. "Are you a native of this
town?" asked the traveler. -
„"Arn I what?" languidly asked
the one addressed. "Are you a IL,
tive of the town?" "Am I what!"
asked you whether you were a natl.
of the town Just then tie!
appeared at the open door
there appeared at the open door •
the cabin, the man's wife, t111 t'
and sallow. After a careful -
of the questioner, she said.
ain't you got no sense, he is a.k
you was you Uvin• heah v
was hon. or was you bon e
begun livin' heah. Now.
him."—Kansas City Star.
v ten ins
the Boston elevated line in the en-
deavor to cope with the traffic of-
fered
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised in this
paper are on sale at
McPherson's Drag Store
Fourth and Broadway.
NEW STATE HOTEL
ME'TROP01.161, ILL.
D. A. Batley, Prop.
---
jewelry and beat hotel in the eft*
gates $2.00. Two large sample
rooms, Rath rooms, Electric Lights
!'he only centrally located Hotel AB
!se city,
COMM ERCIAL P 4 TRO N AGE 111}
ST. LOUIS & TFNNL.SSEE RIVER
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Rhea .
Every Wednesday at 4 P. m.
A. W. 'RIGHT Master
This cotnpany is not responsible
EUGENE ROBINSON Cirri
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special exeursion rates from Patin
eah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
--
EVANSVILLE, P A D UC A H AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated.)
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowl eg and John S.
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
ad rootn. Good music and table tin
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
First and Broadway.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
- w714‘ Dr,. King's
New Discovery
ri_oug :Tv..FOR VOL 8 Irian Bottle rm.
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARAITTEED SATIGFAOTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Watch the
Label
P.Eidts—c—ali Ky.
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
HENRY MAMMEN, JR.
REMOVED Ti) THIRD AND
suorrycx
Soo& Binding, Bank Work.. I.
cad Library Work a specialty.
E
buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses
do a generJ
livery business. 
heTully Livery Company
Feurtli St. and lentecky An. N
R. L. McMurtrie
0.,1 rimy, sm.
Manufacturer of
Mattresses
Fureiture Stored ild Picked
403 kerne P.
raismimmassosolamiamm
Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $5.26, For-
rest Cavalry.
Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip $9.35. 00t1 19th and 20th.
return Oct. 27 th —Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. — Round
trip $6.95. Oct. 14th and 15th.
return Oct. 19th — Account
Grand Lodge R. A. M..
Home Seekers' tickets to all
paints in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
'.urning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days. :=1
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot."
J. T. DONOVAN,I.
Atrt City TiAtet Cfftee
R. M. PRATMER,
Agent Union DeTot
•
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3AT THE CHURCHES  t
Methodist.
TRIMBLE STREET-The Rev. G.
W. Banes. pastor. Morning subject:
"Danger of Following the Mester at
a Distance."
BROADWAY-Me Rev. G. T. Sul-
livan pastor. Usual morning and
evening services. lir. Sullivan will
preach at both hours.
MECHAN1CSBURG---The Rev. J.
W. Cantrelt, pastor. Sunday school
9:15, G. W. Smith, superintendent;
preaching, 10:45 a. in. and 7:45 p.
me Junior League, 2:30 p.
Senior ',Eleatic, 7 p. in.; prayer meet-
ing Wednesday evening 7 p. in.
Baptist,
TWELFTH STREET-The Rev. J.
R. Clark, pastor. Protracted meet-
ings start tomorrow. Morning sub-
ject: "The 0;c1 Ship of Zion." Even-
ing subject: ''The Value of a Soul."
Pastor will be asserted by the Rev. T.
B. Rouse, of Lone Oak.
SECOND-The Rev. U. G. Graham.
.pastor. Morning subject: "Chiest
Entering Jerusalem." Evening sub-
ject: "Salvation Threefold."
FIRST -The Rev. C. M. Thompson,
pastor. Usual morning and evening
SCrviers.
German.
IXTFIF.RAN- -The Rev William
Creirter, pastor. No morning ser-
vices, as pastor will preach in the
emintry. Evening subject: "The End
-of the World."
EVANGELICAL--The Rev. Wil-
liam Butirquiri, pastor. Morning tee-
" vices in German. Evening subject:
"The Heart Established With Grace."
Episcopal.
GRACE -The Rev. David C.
Wright, rector. Holy- emilmunion.
7:30 a. m.: Sunday school, 9:30 a
in., Mr. N'incent Salvo, superintend-
ent: morning prier and sermon,
-11171ff . eventrig-vrrartsr7-774
with repetition by request of the ser-
mon of last Sunday night on "Eze-
kiel, or the First Pastor of a City
Church." Monday Bible class in the
parish house at 4:30 p. in. Thanks-
giving service T-hursday at 11- a. in.
Dr. Wright. rector of Grace Episco-
parish house at 4 p. in. Thanks-
pal church, is preaching a series of
Sunday night sermons on "Old World
Preachers." Tomorrow the subject
',NM be "Ezekiel, the First Pastor of a
CRy Church," to he followed by
"Sixty Years Preaching Without a
Convert," "Is Jonan II:story or
Myth," "A Cowboy Prophet."
Presbyterian.
KENTUCKY AVENUE-The Rev.
J. R. Henry, pastor. Morning sub-
ject: "Gratitude" Evening subject:
"Picture Galleries of the Soul."
FIRST-The Rev. W. E. Cave, pas-
tor. Morning subject:_ "The Glad
Hand." Evening subject: "Glory ofl
Young Men." Men's auxiliary meets
immedlately after morning service.
'
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN SATURDAY, NOVEMBER M.. a
,
This stot e will be
closed all
day Thanksgiving
Sunday school
and
at 9:30.
Hebron nessions at
At Mlzpehat b21 South Sixth street. Sabbath
2:30. phool at In o'clock. Preaching at
11 o'clock.
Christian.
FIRST-The Rev, S. B. Moose.
pastor. Seernen and Lerd's Supper
•at 10:45. subject: "Business Sense hall. 11 a. flu.: holiness meeting, 3 p. ter of St. Johinand fifth verse. The Monday bible class conducted
In Religion." Evening subjeet: "The In.; song and testimony meeting., it A speclal Thanksg:vieg Perriee.will by the R?v. D. C. Wright. will meet
Mae of Galilte." Sunday school at, p. in ; gospel service and chalk talk, be held at Meeheaioeburg Methodic'. in Grace church parish house at 4
9:10. !Children's meeting at 2 o'clock. Open church Thanksgiving. fleginnieg ISI:h o'clock Monday afternoon. the Ley he line, of St. Louis, Is in the,
TENTH STItEET---The Rev. J. S. air meeting on B:vadway one-hais the sunrise meeting; at 2 o'clock an The Woman's Home Mission so- city looking after winter quarter' for
Dean, of Clinton, will fill the pulpit hour previous to these meetings. old folks' prayer service will be held, eiety of the Broadway- Methodist his beet. Per the Peet fifteen Yeeee
morning and evenieg. Sunday lichee,' 
fall
fall
fall
fail
rise
rise,
fah
rise
rise
The Spread Tagle will leave St.
Louis next Tuesday for Paducah.
The towboat Eagle will arrive In
Paducah next week with a tow et
logs from the southern Mississippi
On account of the river being low
the logs will be left here tilt apring,
when they will be taken to St. Louie.
The Button! will be In Sunday
night from Nashville and will leave
Monday for Clarksville.
Harry Blackford night manager
for the West Kentucky Coal company,
will go on as one of the day matt-
agers,
The Margaret will go down the
fall Ohio today and take ties between
it'd here slid Cairo for th -eAeseshrditi
tall here and Cairo for the Ayer-Lord Tie
comapny.
_ Ai The Duffy will leave far_the Ten-
-A barge belonging to the Sti nessee today or in the morning.
Tie company will be let In the river
The Saltillo arrived from St. Louis
today from off the waYs• last night and is now on her way up
The Reaper left last night for
the Testieseee.
Vicksburg with about twelve pieces.
Special
Announcement
I take ar at plessure in announcing to
my friends and citizens of P.dueah thss I
have returned here after an absence of Len
years, to take charge t f the Repair Depart.
went of J. L Wo ff'sJeweiry ato e.
Since leaving Paducah I have been in
charge of the repair department of Hyman
Bros. & Th., State and Wa hington streets,
th ea.o. My friends WI I remember me as
having been Connected with a local jewelry
Elm m for a number of y, els.
I will be glad to meet all my old friends
and assure every one of prompt and efficient
service. W. 11 MATHER,
With J. L. Wolff
lesellyeareeesweeteseseseeeepeepeee
RIVER NEWS
eneseeeseelleareesTeateeisesteestwere.
River Stages.
Cairo  11.1 0.9
Chattanooga  6.7 0.7
Cincinnati 121.81 0.3
Evansville 
Florence 36..90 0.3
Johnsonville 
bou isvil le  5.9 0.2
Mt. Carmel  4.0 1.8
Nashville  11.5 0.4
Pittsburg   5.9 0.1
. Louis  5.9 0.0
Mt. Vernon 12.5 1.1
Paducah  13.7 0.7
In tow.
Salvation Army, 4400 South Fifth,
eieelav st . ices as follows: At
•••••••ay 
Jewish. nesday 7:30 p. in. Sunday aohool at
TEMPLE /SRAEL-Th Rev. M. 9:30 a. tn. Hall 527% Broadway.
Los-itch, pastor.- Regular services at
11 o'clock. Church Notes.
The Children's Bible Study Circle
_ Adventists, of the First Presbyterian church will
Niretings every Saturday morniny, meet with NT!=s Pearl Campbell in
the lecture room of the church to-
morrow afternoon promptly at 2:30
o'clock. All the members are re-
quested to be present at the meeting.
Visitors wtleerhe. Lesson: "Jesus
the Light of the World." Ninth chap-
to wbIth a:I (Ad people are cordially church. will meet Monday afternoon the fleet has occupied a space ois die
at 9:30. Christian Science. isNio-i :In,' at 7:30 p. 112: aeether at 3 o'clock at the church.
' 
haft side of the Tennessee, but those
4Services Sunday 10:30 a. in., WeJ- quarter have been let to the West_
NO TICE
L. B. Ogilvie & Co.
CInses all day
Thursday.
service will be held:
The Women's Home Mission so-
ciety of the Trimble Street Methodist
church will meet Monday evening at
2:30 o'clock with Mrs. B T. Davis,
of 1101: Monroe street.
-Many a merchant is defeated by
Ids advertising-by its unwindom6 its
Imo, 1'4 ulat y. 'Whether or tiet a store
Is to grow in iniportnner it, in the
final analysts, decided by the ttdver-
tb.ing plans,
The Debar arrived from Evans-
vine and left immediately on her re-
The Fulton is on her way to New turn trip.
:Orleans and passed down the river The Kentucky leaves tonight for
last night.
•The George Gardner scent up the
Cumberland river with a tow of
berges after crushed stone for ilia
government works at New Orleans.
Captain Henry heyhe, manager ot
Kentucky Coal company. Captaiu
Leyhe will probably have their Ala-
ter quarters on the right side of the
Tennessee near C:ark's river. Capt.
G. M. Street, a pilot for the Leyhe
the Tennessee.
Oapt. B. Berryman piloted the
Duffy to Cairo yesterday and returned
this morning
River fell 0.7 in last 24 hours;
stage 11.7.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio, from EvaneviLe to Cairo.
will 'continue falling during the next
two days.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
below Johosoeville, will rise slowly
during the next 36 hours.
The Mississippi, from below St.
Louis to above Cairo, no material
change during the next 26 hours.
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, wilt
line, a waiting in this cite to see continue rising during the next 24 to
what arrareEmer's will be made. 36 hours.
"PM 4- '
...Thanksgiving Thoughts  at Harbour's...
s.
THANKS for something more than the privilege of arranging the customary dinner, with its turkey and cranberry sauce, plum pudding and brandy dressing. Thanksfor the underlying conditions of supply and demand. That the agricultural and manufacturing industries of our whole country are what they are; that they appear to
warrant the expectation of early renewed i:nosperity---a prosperity that may continue in spite_of the artificial panic produced by the shrinkages brougnt about in the watered
stocks of trust combinations for political or other unholy purposes. Thanks that we own a great stock of merchandise so advantageously bought that we are prepared to
offer extraordinary- bargains from now till Christmas. .• • • .•
NOTE OUR SPECIAL OFFERINGS FOR Prue COMING WEEK. WE SAVE YOU MONEY
THE MOST WoNDERFI'L COTTON
GOoDS SALE OF THE EN-
TIRE SEASON.
Sc Plaid Dress stuffs at 10c.
I Sc 14ress Suitings at 10e.
25c Mercerized. Fabrics at 10e,
25c Mercerized White Walatings
at 10c.
15c solid colored Ginghams at 10e.
12 '4c yard wide Percales at 10e.
12%c Flanneletts at 10c.
121/2c Madras Cloths at Inc.
l'2 1,42c Bleached Muslim; at 10e.
$1.25 Cotton Bed Blankets, per
pair at 97e.
WOMEN'S LONG GIAWF14 AT
SHORT PRICES.
$2 lenagths at $1.50.
$3.50 lengths at $2.95.
women's 25c Wool Mittens at 19c.
Women's 50c Wool Gloves at 39c.
Women's ritle Wool Mittens 'a5c.
Beaded Elastic. Belts 60e, 7 Sc, $1
and $1.50. .
- Handkerchiefs Sc, 10c, 15e, 2$e.
Ill':- and 541e.
I 1,I -RWEAR AND HOSIERY AT
1:1.‘111t1. %RI F: SAVINGS,
Stilts at 19e
Boys' excellent Union Suits 21c.
-Boys' Heavy Fleeced Undershirts
and Drawers 24c.
Women's Jersey Ribbed Heave
Pleeced- Vests and Pants 24c.
Women's Extra Fine, Warm,
Fleeced Vests and Punts 47c,
Women's All Wool Vests and
Pants 89c.
Boys' Extra Heavy Union Suits
for 47c.
Girls' Extra Heavy Union Suits
for 47c.
Men's Heavy Fleeced Under
Shirts and Drawers 4Gc.
Men's Heavy Ribbed Undershirts
and Drawers
Men's $1.25 Union Snit s for 75e.
Boys' and Girls' Ribbed Hose for
10c.
Boys' and Girls' Extra Heavy Rib-
bed Hose in large sixes, for 12 lee.
Boys' and Girls' Garter Top
Heavy Ribbed IloCe. worth 20c /or
15c.
20c_, Peselmilt Fine -bibbed Hoge
for 15e.
Wild boys' double -strength Hear'
for 24c.
GREAT SHOE BARGAINS.
We invite you to examine several
thousand pairs for women, several
thousand pairs for men, several
-1110usend pairs of girls' and boys'
school shoes for what you want.,
- - Prices will be the lowest .you can.
find with quality back of them.
THANKSGIVING MILLINERY.
The greatest sale of untrimmed
and trimmed hats the coming week
announced this season. Offering the
choicest and daiatiest shapes Re
French Felt and Silk Velvet Hats at
75e to $1.50 each.
This store will ,close at 11:30 a. m.
Thursday, Thanksgiving.
•
Department Store
North Third Street, Just Off lironeleny.
WOMEN'S THANKSGIVING SUITS.
Women with $10, 12.50 and $15,
for suits will get more than their
money's werth here the coming
week. The saving ranges from $2.50
 to $5 a suit.
_DRESS GOODS AND SILK PRICES
CLIPPED.
Our big selling means big values.
If our prices were not lower than
elsewhere our sales would not be so
large. The real value of every
yard we offer is more than our selling
price, 19e to 96c a yard, will be the
coming week's prices.
WOMEN'S COAT BARGAINS.
At $3.95, ought to bring $5.00.
At $4.95, ought to bring $6.60.
At $5.51, ought to bring $7.50.
At $6.75, ought to bring $8.50
At $7.50, ought to bring $10.00.
At $8.50, Ought to bring $12.00.
At $9.75, ought to bring $13.50.
At 10:00, ought to bring $15.00.
At $12.50, ought to bring $18.00.
H I WREN'S COAT • BARGA IN S.
At $1.95, ought to brieeLL12.5else.
At $2.2-5, ought to bring $3,041.
At $2.50, ought to bring $3.25.
At $3.00, ought to bring $4.00.
At 43.50, ought to bring $4.50.
At $3.75, ought to bring $5.00.
At $4.75, Plush, ought to bring
At $5.50, Plush, ought to bring
$7.50.
HARBOR'S CUT PRICE CLOTHING
DEPARTMENT
Offers Boys' Suits as Follow:
At $1.00, ought to bring $1.50.
At $1.50, ought to bring $2.00.
At $200, ought to bring' $2.50.
At $2.50 ought to bring $3.35.
At $3.00, ought to bring $4.00.
At $3.50, ought to bring $5.00.
At $4.00, ought to bring $5.54).
At 4.50, ought to bring $6.50.
At $6.010, ought to bring $8.50.
MEN'S SUITS.
At $5.50, ought to bring $7,50.
At $7.50, ought to bring $10v00
At $8.50, ought to bring $11
At $9.00, ought to bring ill, •
At $10.00, ought to bring $13.50,
At.12.50, ought .to bring $18.60.
At $115.410, ought to bring $20.00_,
M $18.00, ought to bring $25.00,
At $25.00, ought to bring $35.0.0.
•
•
